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Conformation.
UEKETOFOKE

NOT SUFFICIENTLY

LABOR.

AU my best work warranted.

Mr. Cook's article oq the instructive
object lesson recently given at one of
H P. JONES,
the New Jersey demonstation meetings
touches on what I believe to be one of
Uentiut,
the most vital points in studying dairy
MAINK.
NORWAY,
conformation. I believe those characteristics in the animal which show nerve
otBce Hour*—a to 12—1 to *.
force are eseeutial to give any animal a
perfect dairy conformation. They
Κ. SMITH,
should certainly be included in the list,
and 1 am not sure that they should not
Attorney at Law,
head it. The cow with the sunken eye,
MAINE.
NORWAY,
Collection» a Specialty. the listiesK manner, the sluggish, stupid
ilorue Block.
brain, lacks in my judgment the true
dairy conformation fully a* much as the
Λ PARK.
one without the open organization, the
large udder or the mammary veins.
Attorneys at Law,
We have been looking too much at the
MAINS.
BKTHKL,
We have forgotten
rear end of the cow.
Cilery C. Park.
A I'llaon R. Herrlck.
that some of the moat important dairy
functious are indicated by the form of
S. HARLOW,
the foreward quarters, the turn of the
neck, the carriage of the head and the
at
Law,
Attorney
expression of the eye.
MAINE.
DIXKIELD,
Dairy functions are not understood,
and they never will be, because the cow
«"RIGHT à WHEELER,
has a patent on the process of milk making that will never expire and that no
Attorney· and Counsellors at Law, one can imitate or infringe upon. Just
how Dr. Jordan's cow produced so manv
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
more pounds of fat in her milk in a
Alton C. Wheeler.
.lames S. Wright.
given time than she ate in her food in
the same time and gainad in body
&
J. H.
weight has not been explained. Just
why Mr. Cook's cows produce so well
AND
SUKVEYUKS,
KNUINtEKS
CIVIL
he
upon a ration apparently unbalanced
35 High Street, South Parle, Maine.
does not know.
How many cows are able to thrive the
Map· and Plan· made to order.
Maps of the tlmberlande an<l pocket uiape of 1I best and produce the highest possible
e*cb county for eale.
number of pounds of normal milk upon
(Publl-here of the Atiae of Maine.)
an almost exclnsive ration of green corn
from the tield, I cannot tell. The cow
runs her own machinery in a way known
only to herself, and is always ready to
respond when fed au abundance and
treated with the consideration she deMe.
Main
St., Norway»
14
serves.
It is therefore necessary that she
should be made right all round, that no
workiug part should be out of balance,
that as a whole she show power, and if
she does not show this, in my judgment
she has not the true dairy conformation
and neither cau she be of good breeding.
I bave been somewhat sharply taken
beAll Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead to task at times because of my tirm
life in dairy conformation as an indicaand Iron.
tion of dairy function, and have had instances cited of cows well formed, often
Telephone 134-11.
and
my ideals, that were not producers,
of cows without a dairy form that were
to
mainJ. WALDO
producers, but 1 am still willing
tain that no cow ever lived that had a
complete dairy form, including those
points that etand for vigor and intelligence, that would not have been a producer if properly understood by those
MASONIC BLOCK,
who had her in charge, and I am as
ready to maintain that records do nota
NORWAY.
Connection.
Telephone
exist to prove that any cow without
pronounced dairy form was ever a good
HOLLISTERS
performer for any length of time or over
long
milking periods, and neither is
Tea
there any record to show that such a
A l'y:7 Hodioia· for Busy Pcopl·.
cow was a producer or performer unless
Br!·;-r» Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
it was a case of atavism or accident.
Live
for
A s-c'-tllc
Constipation. Indigestion.
1 do not wish to discourage the use of
rn.t Ki ln ν Trouble*. Pimples. Kcngn, Impur» |
I conlil
f. I4.t I iiri'ut h. Sluinc'sh Bowels. Headache scales or the milk tester; in fact,
in
tab·
Tea
tain
Mou
a
It's E"Oky
an I 15::ok.«*I:o.
sider them indispensable in any dairy,
(Senuine mad» by
.·οί·« a box.
-it. 3
to
but I would use them
help study the
ii VHTi-R i»nra Company, Madison, Wis.
of the cow so as to feed
individuality
GOLDEN r. JGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE and care for her for best results as well
1 trust
as to weed out the poor cows.
that all who read Mr. Cook's article will
bvgiu a more careful study of the cow as
a whole, remembering that the working
parts of any machine must be supported
Portland
by a strong frame ami foundation, ami
that the frame of the cow ami her conBOSTO.X
BKTWEKM POKTLA.M» AMI»
stitution form the foundation necessary
for the support of her working parte.
Faro $i.oo,
Again, it is true that we do not study
Steamships "Governor Cobb" and the dairy sire as we should. Nerve
Franklin force can come from him in a marked
leave
"Governor Dingley"
Wharf, Portland, week days at 7 P. m., degree. The sluggish bull is a menace
about
Huston
Sundays at 8 I'. M due
in any herd. The bull not only imparts
♦> A. m., following day. Returning, leave bis own characteristics in this respect,
week
μ
India Wharf, Boston, at 7
but he transmits the producing qualities
days and Sundays.
of his dam. The large producing heifer
Alzalene Scales is almost an exact reThrough tickets on sale at principal
of her sire's dam, which was
production
stations.
railroad
than her dam. Blood
a stronger cow
lines showed strongly for two generaFreight rates as low as other lines.
tions, leaving out of account the closer
All cargo, except Livestock, is in- relationship of the mother of the heifer.
—B. Walker McKeen in Tribune Farmer.
sured against fire and marine risk.
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Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Useful Feeding Experiments.
The Maine station has recently issued
a bulletin describing a feeding experiOue part of the experiment, at
ment.
least, is very interesting. It deals with
the iutluences feed bas ou the fertilizing
value of manure. Figuring the elements
at what they would cost on the market,
it was found that a ton of hay contains

for Winter.

THE STABLES

AND

SHEDS COJt-

Sometimes we fail to see that sheds
are the biggest money makers on the
farm. It is slovenly as well as unprofitable to turn stock into winter quarters
where it will require about all they can
eat to keep them warm. Feeders used
to think that cattle had keener appetites when they were compelled to take
all kinds of weather, with a high board
fence as their only protection against
cold and wind. But they have found
out that with corn around 50 cents a
bushel and hay at $10 a ton it is far
cheaper to supply the fattening stock
witb shelter than with costly food to
keep them warm.
Good shelter enables the farmer to
conserve the manure made by the cattle.
This, if properly cared for, will pay for
all work in feeding the etock. This manure question is one which we cannot
afford to ignore, for frequently the
whole profit in feeding a bunoh of cattle
must come from the manure. With
good sheds and a liberal supply of straw
near by, with which to keep the ground
under the shed well bedded down, one
is prepared to make every bushel of his
corn go toward putting on fat, and ho
will be making a tine lot of the best
fertilizing material that can be turned
out of any factory.
And don't neglect the stables. Sweep
down the cobwebs and take a spray
pump and some whitewash and spray
every nook and corner. Besides making
the stable sweeter and lighter, stock
appreciate the change and they profit by
it. The more foul the stables the more
urgent is the necessity for a thorough
cleaning up. Do it now, before winter.
Then cleat up the crevices, fix the panes
in the windows and put things generally
in shape to make your stock comfortable.
—L. C. Brown in Tribune Farmer.

Preparing
preparing
precaution and

Cattle for Market.

cattle for shipping every
the greatest care should
be exercised by the feeder or shipper so
that the animals will reach the market
In

in

prime condition.

If the steers are being finished on
grass and grain, they should be taken
off the pasture and put in a dry lot at
least tweuty-four hours or, better still,
forty-eight hours before shipping and
fed only half their usual allowance of
grain, with all the hay they will eat. In
some cases it is advisable to feed no
thus getting the animals to eat

grain,

considerable bulky food, such
The whole secret,

if

there

as

hay.

is such

a

thing, of shipping cattle successfully is
to get them full of dry food just previous to the time they are placed on the

and market—that is, the less moistthe food contains in proportion to
dry material the better, because as a
rule a steer that is largely filled with
water has a tendency to scour and thus
show up gaunt and bad on the market.
Some unscrupulous shippers have a custom of salting their caitle, so that tbey
drink large amounts of water and fill up
This is something that is
on the same.
usually very detrimental to the sale of
the cattle. It ia useless for the shipper
to think that he can fool the buyer by
such a practice. By feeding a large
quantity of salt one is apt to bring on a
fevered condition in the animal's stomach or digestive organs.
When the cattle are taken off pasture
they should be put in as dry a yard as
possible, so that they may bd kept tolerably clean. Do not leave the ordering
of the car until the last minute, but
rather order it so that it can be properly
bedded and a good supply of hay put in
its racks. Straw, of course, makes the
best kind of bedding one can use. However, the most essential tning is mat 01
supplying plenty of whatever is available. To simply half bed a car in many
cases is like cutting the price of the cattle, because tbey become dirty, and
much of their finish and quality are
apparently lost.
There is notbiug better than good,
sweet hay for cattle before loading or in
transit. Some shippers advise feeding a
small quantity of grain; but, as a rule,
grain, especially corn, has a tendency to
fever the aniiuals and cause them to
drink too much water. Thus, all things
considered, the less grain that is fed just
previous to and during ehipmeat tbe
better. When the cattle are ready for
shipment, they should be driven over
the scales and the weights recorded.
Then they should be driven very carefully to the stockyards or station where
they are to be shipped.
As a rule, about twenty good sized
steers will till a
car; however, one
should not rely on any given number,
but, rather go by the amount of space in
tbe car. That is, always fill the car
just as full as it will hold of cattle of a
uniform size. By allowing the animals
too much spaco they will push, fight and
j »ni each other so that they will shrink
considerably more than if tliey are
crowded enough to keep them quiet. If
the shipping takes place in midsummer,
when it is very warm, care must be
taken to supply the animals with plenty
of water on the car.—W. J. Kennedy,
Iowa State College, in Farmers Adcars
ture

$4.-tU worth of plant food elements. It
is uot stated what kind of hay wan used,
but the supposition is that it was mixed vocate.
hay. Spring wheat bran contains $11 SO
worth; fall wheat bran, $1) GO worth; and
Keep Out the Cobwebs.
cotton seed meal, $23 GO worth of fertilsome of our farmers whose
Perhaps
exIn
(his
izing elements to the ton
barns are full of cobwebs might find a
of
taken
was
periment no consideration
valuable hint in the following story
the value the manure would possess as
nonsensical though it may be,
of the which,
an improver of the humus content
outlines a substantial truth; The ininconsiderable
will
be
which
very
soil,
telligent and persistent advertiser does
deed.
uot have cobwebs about his buildingsThis shows the reader that if he needs he is not that kind of a man!
feeds for his cattle an I at the same time
"It pays to advertise," said Mark
it is necessary to pay soma aiteutiou to Twain at an advertisement writers' banSouth Paris, Maine.
should
he
purthe fertility of his soil,
quet. "When I was editing the Virchase those feeds which are most valuginia City Enterprise, writing copy one
voided
manure
the
of
able as improvers
day and miniug the next, I tried to fçrce
by the stock. It was found that hay this truth home in many ways. A
eleother
than
in
any
was richer
potash
subscriber once wrote and
both superstitious
ment, containing more potasb than
said he had found a spider in his paper.
acid.
and
Spring
phosphoric
nitrogen
Was this good or bad luck? I replied to
i· quickly absorbed.
wheat bran had nearly as much phos- him in our Answers to Correspondents'
aud potash.
"
both
as
acid
Guet Reliât at One a.
nitrogen
'Old Subscriber':
phoric
Column as follows:
Cotton seed meal contained almost twice The finding of a spider in your copy of
It cleanses, soothes,
as
both phosphoric
as much nitrogeu
heals and protects
the Enterprise was neither good luck nor
acid and potash. Hence, if the soil bad. The spider was merely looking
the diseased mem.
feed
brane resulting from
needs humus and perhaps potash,
over the pages to find out what merCtitarrh and drives
liberally of hay; if it needs phosphoric chant was not advertising, so that it
the
rainto
enter
bran
let
largely
acid,
away a Cold in the
could spin its web across his door and
Head quickly. Retion; if it needs nitrogen, a great deal of lead a free and undisturbed existence
stores the Senses of
c >tton seed meal should be fed.—Turf, for ever after.!"—New England flomeΤ »ate and Smell. Full size 50 et»., at Drug· Farm aud Home.
stead.
Kists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 ents.
Feed Apples to Pigs.
Ely Brothers Warren Street, New York.
Alfalfa's Great Value.
We are feeding considerably over a
of clover is worth three
acre
One
hundred young pigs, ranging from two
aud one acre of alfalfa
acres of
A new
months to six months old. They are is worth timothy,
three times as much as clover,
Berksbires, writes II. C. A H. B. HarThe best of pending in National Stockman and for the protein content. To test this
of Plumbing Goods.
Dairyman,
statement,
says Hoard's
oak woodwork for closets. No old Farmer. We feed them a slop twice a Professor Hall compared the protein
of sour milk and buttercomposed
day
tee this lme.
and
There
Call
below.
table
goods.
content, using the
peas, wheat
100 pounds
No milk, mixed with ground
attended to.
bran. are 2.8 pounds protein Ln
some
and
shorts
middlings,
timothy hay; in twenty hundred pounds,
charge for team.
These pigs are running ou clover past
δβ pounds and in
sweet or one ton, there is
ure aud get about all the sour and
fair yield per
L. M. Laongley,
Some of one and one-half tons (a
can eat.
that
both
they
apples
in orchard pasture acre) 34 pounds protein.
are
them
running
Maine.
Hed clover hay has 3.8 pounds protein
Norway,
ted get the drop apples and apples are
100 pounds, 130 pounds per ton and
picked up and carried to the others. per
272 pounds in two tons (a fair yield per
fall
last
of
boars
We have some young
This is more than three times as
farrow'that we are developing for aer- acre).
much protein as that in one acre of
vice and they are fed the same ration.
We bave never seen ill effects from this timothy.
Alfalfa has 11 pounds protein in 100
ration and the pigs in thin, growing con220 pounds in one ton and
dition will weigh about a pound for each pound· bay,
1,100 pounds protein in one acre of five
day of their age.
There is a little more than four
tons.
For «txrecn year· I have etted glaaaea to deOf course the milk is not permitted
times as much protein as in one aore of
tective eyes and nothing else—that make· me a to become putrid and receptacles are
clover.
•peelaltM. If your eyea trouble you In any way, kept c ean.
We frequently put common
Tbe one acre of alfalfa is worth nine
and If you want expert advice In regard to the
baking soda in the slop, about a teas- acres of timothy, considering the proone hundred ponnds of
••roe, come to the man who la a specialist, who
each
to
poonful
tein alone.
«loe» one thing only. No charge far eye examinpig. We think it ia a good plan, espeations or consultation.
the
ones,
with
warding
younger
cially
They
Water the cows regularly.
off scours, etc.
need it in winter just as well as in
Notwithstanding so many good breed- summer. If
this
just try
yoji donbt
have beters contend the contrary, we
Eye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.
stinting your best milkers and note reter success feeding milk soured.
sults.
If salt, wood ashes and charcoal are
all
We Do all Kind* of....
kept where the pigs can get at them
Dairying is in no sense a lazy man's
the time, the soda will not be required.
business; nor that of one who likes to
who has a habit of
nor one
Do not clean the atable juat before roam;
JOB PRINTING.
air pure at throwing his burdens upon othersthe
hare
to
Bilking. Trj
especial ly hireling·.
SMrtk Piria. that time.
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Philip drunk and Pbilip sober
would then lie accounted for readily.
between
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COPYRIGHT.
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J. CLODE.

Too busy to attc:i«l to matter further.
Going to Leeds today. Letters here as
usual.
Ami to Leeds he went. Residence in
York was a fever—a constant fret. In
Leeds he was removed from the arena,
lie passed the afternoon and evening
in roaming the streets, consumed with
a fiery desire to be doing, daring, brav-

[continued. J

o'.viiij to its im>sIi!ι a iji.'iin Hue, York Is well served
At 1) y. ci. two letters,
from l.)iul
t.ua a bulky package uud registered,
::ui.iues,

Μι i

EDWARD

i.e.: liku.
TIil· le.tor was from Mr. Abingdon.
Ir briefly acknowledged his telegram,
state·.! that a man in the Athenaeum
v.!:o knew Sir l'lillip Moiiand had in·
foru.cd him in response to guarded In·
qi'iri «s that the baronet was exceedingly well off and called attention to
leases inclosed which
some
iv.u

ing difficulties.

Rut he must wait at least another
day before he could lay hands on apportion of Philip Ansou's wealth save
the money stolen from his pockets.
At the hotel there was ouly one letter

importaut
required his signature.

and no telegrams.
The London bankers wrote:

The other note was from Evelyn. It
was tender and loving and contained a
rcfcrence that added to the mystification of hor telegram.
In the hurry of your departure yesterPine Atom.
y we forint to mention
V/V'.t is voi r ipf· Ion? The price Is liifrh.
certainly, but. then, pleture the Joy of it
—the only one In the world!
And airain came another message:

We

beg to acknowledge yours of yester-

Is
balance at date
Your cash
£12.410 9s. Id. Your securities In our possession amount to a net value at today's
prices of about £!>·..Ό.υ00. Including £200,000
consols at par. We will forward you a detailed list If desired and will be pleased to
realize any securities as directed.
Kindly note that Instructions for sale
should be given in your liandwrltlngeind

day.

I referred to Plue Atom, of
What did tlic postulHce ma!:c It Into?

course.

typed.
There was Joy, intoxicating almost to
madness, in this communication, but it
was not unleavened by the elements of
danger and delay.
His signature had been accepted
without demur. lie could control an
enormous sum without question. These
were the entrancing certainties which

not

EVELYN.

Blue Atom was assuming spectral
île cursed the thing fludimensions.
ently. It was high priced, r joy, alone
in solitary glory. What could it be?
lie strolled Into the station and entered into conversation with a platform inspector.
"By the way," he said casually,
"have you ever heard of anything called a blue atom?"
The man grinned. "Is that another
name for I>. T.'s, sir?"
Grenier gave it up and resolved to
postpone a decision until the next

dazzled his eyes for a time.
Rut it was horribly annoying that a
millionaire should kePp his current account so low, and the concluding paragraph held a bogey, not wholly unforeseen, but looming large when it actually presented itself.
The memorandum in l'liilip's ham!
writing on Eveiyu's letter was now

morning.
By a late train Philip's portmanteau
It was locked, and the key
arrived.
reposed In the sa Te. Green, it ultimately transpired, solemnly opened the

Τ-Τ

He

burst

Into

a

fit

of

respectable

n

thrice precious, lie hurriedly scruii
nized it aud at once commenced t.·
practice th;> words.
"Devonshire" :ι»·1 "Sharpe" gave iii:n
the capital : for "Dear Sirs." Hi' was
hut he satf
nt a loss for a capital
that Philip used the simplest and bold
est outlines in his caiiirrapby. and la·
must risk a "C" without the upper
loop. In "Lady M„" too, hi had the
foundation of the "£" to precede the
re(iuislte flgarei. Soon lu· framed a
letter in the fewest worùs possible:

Yours of today's date received. Kindly
Sell consols value £150.0UU and place tho
tame

to my credit.

copied it again and again. until
it was written freely and carelessly,
aud every letter available compared favorably with tlie orginal in his possession. Then he posted it, tliiw saving a
day. according to bis calculations.
With this missive committed irrevocably to the care of his majesty's
lie

Yorkshire coast.
There was none. Anson's body had
t been recovered yet.
Before going to bed he wound Philip's watch. He examined it now with
greater interest than he had bestowed

(/renter's spirit··· rose.
Now, indeed, he was iu* the whirlpool.
Would he emerge high and dry in tho
El Dorado of gilded vice which he
on It hitherto.
longed to enter, or would fortune conAlthough silver, It appeared to be a
»:ign hbu to Portland again—perchance
^ood one. He opened the case to exto the scaffold? He could not say. He
an
was
there
Inside
works.
amine the
would not feel safe until Philip Anson
inscription:
was a
myth aud Victor Grenier η
Presented to Philip Anson, aged fifteen
reality, with many thousands lu the
years, by the ofTlcers and men of the
Whitechapel division of the metropolitan bank.
police as a token of their admiration for
Already he was planning plausible
hts lira very In assisting to arrest a noh*a to keep Mason out of his fair
torious burglar.
share of the plunder. A few more
Beneath was the date of Mason's
forged letters would easily establish
capture.
the fact that he was tumble to obtain
"Where was I ten years ngo?" he
a bigger haul tliau, say, £00,000.
mused.
And what did Mason want with £2·"».·
Ile looked buck through the soiled
000? lie was a gnarled man, with
leaves of a sordid record and found
crude tastes.
Twenty, tifteeu, ten
that he was then acting In a melothousand would be ample for his
drama entitled "The Wages of Bin."
wants. The sooner he drank bimself to
And the wages of sin is death! The
death the better.
of
measure
dranm insisted on the full
With each fresh eig:ir Mason's moieBiblical accuracy. Altogether Grenier
shrank in dimensions. The murder
ty
lay down to rest under unenviable con- was a mere affair of a veng. fill blow,
ditions.
but this steady sucking of the millionHe dreamed that he was falling down
aire's riches required iiiicsse, u dasiiiug
precipices and striking sheets of blue adroltuess, the superb Impudence ef a
Each
water with appalling splashes.
Cagliostro.
time he was awakened by the shock.
Hut If his confederate's Interests sufwhere
was
a
he
But
hardy rogue
the total lixed In Grenier's origifered,
he
and
was
concerned,
conscience
in nowise became affected.
scheme
nal
Rest he
swore himself to sleep again.
He meant to have a hundred thoumust have. He must arise with steady
sand pounds, aud lie rirmly decided
head and clear braiu.
His
not to go beyond that amount.
His first act
He was early astir.
letter to the bankers named £1Γ»0,θ00,
was to send for the Yorkshire morn! aud be calculated that by stopping
lug pn;>crs. They contained no news 1
short at two-thirds of the available
local
the
of Philip Anson dead, but
i
sum he would not give any grounds
sheet chronicled his arrival at York.
or personal Inquiry.
The banker ! for suspicion
This was excellent.
Yet he would shirk nothing. Mr. Abwould see It. A few printed lines car| lngdon aud Miss Atherley must be
ry great weight lu such matters.
avoided at all events. Others he would
Then he signed the leases, dispatched I
lie took care to have
face blithely.
them in a typewritten envelope and
j ever on the table in Ids sitting room a
telegraphed:
goodly supply of wines and spirits.
forwarded this morning. ;
Documente
If any one fin ght an iniehiew, it
Please meet wlahe· expressed In letter.
f.e helpful to sham a slig'it demight
"Surely," he reflected, "Abingdon cree of Intoxication! Tie <ΊΤ:· o»ee
will not give another thought to my
proceedings. Philip Adboq lfl not a

Atom

Here was a way out. Whatever that
wretched speck of color meant, it could
be dealt with subsequently.
But Evelyn's prompt reply only made

confusion worse confounded:

Delay le Impossible. The man baa
off the duchesa two days already.

put

mails.

I

Victor

Catarrh

I· a Constitutional Disease
It originates in impure blood and
requiresconstitutional treatment, acting
through and purifying the blood, (or its
The
radical and permanent cure.
greatest constitutional remedy is

Hood's Sarsaparilla

In usual liquid form or in chocolated tabSo a man and a duchess and a period lets known as earsatabs. 100 doses fl.
of time were mixed up With a blue
Nasal and other local forms of catarrh
or
atom. He must do something deeper- are promptly relieved by
or mail.
ate—begin his plan of alienation soon- Catarrlets, &0c., druggists

Antieeçlets

er

than he intended.

He answered:

even-

UU

yuu

ruiliuiliuci

Iiitv-uviv-iii

wherealK)Uts. lie sent a message round,
and I promised that you should meet
I was half
them if you showed up.
afraid you had bolted to the States."

Ηολ.

The following lay it was Mason's
tr> repart himself under his ticket>f-!euve. 1>-.it it was quite unusual for
(he police t.» give a preliminary waruag ·ιι II.' < re- pe. i. Failure on his part
meant r.rre^t. That was all the offi·
'•ials i >oUotl fter.
muttered.
vriiat's up now?" he
"Auywrt.*, (Irenier was right. This
gives me a east iron alibi. I'll ac·
'îiiowletl'ie it at once."
Ilis accomplice. hoping to obtain
sleep from champagne, eonsumed the
contents of a small bottle in his bedroom. while he scanned the columns of
the local evening papers for any reference to a "seaside mystery" on the

Blue

CHAPTER XX.
III LI Ρ was thrown into the seu
on u Tuesday.
Jocky Mason

Robinson?"
"Hiiu that was Inspector ia Whitechapel when I was put away? Uatlier."
"Well, some friends of yours have
been inquiring from him as to your

duty

Sorry for misunderstanding.
must wait until my return.

wished to keep .out of Mr. Abingdon's
mind at that moAient.
As for Evelyn, she mistrusted even
his telegrams, while α bank had accepted his signature without reservation. He would punish her with zest.
Philip Anson's memory would be poisoned In her heart long before she realized that he was dead.

Oil.

letter whirl» readied his lodgings two
hours before his arrival, in an envelope
be-irinir the ominous initials "Ο. H.
M. S."
It was from the Southwark police
station.
Sir—Kindly make It convenient to attend here tomorrow evening at 8 p. m.
T. BRADLEY,
Yours truly.
Inspector.

boy in leading strings."
He wired to Evelyn:

He consigned Blue Atom to u sultry
clime und began to ask himself why
Mr. Abingdon hud not written. The
ex-maglsirale's reticence annoyed him.
A letter even remonstrating with him
would be grateful. This silence was
irritating; It suvored of doubt, and
doubt was the one phase of thought be

"You sent for me. Here I am. I would
have brought my ticket sooner if you
hadn't written."
"All right, Mason. Keep your wool

hysterical

fuo/linrr

I asked mother for £50, bo the Blue
Atom Incident has ended, but 1 don't
think I will ever understand the mood in
which you wrote your last telegram.
Perhaps your letter now in the post—I
half expected it at midday—will explain
matters somewhat.

up'/"

The Clerkenwell
"What a treasure!
suit, I suppose, and a woman's skirt
and blouse. Old timers, too. by tlielr
style. Ills mother's. I expect. Ile
must have been fond of his mother."
At that moment locky Mason, beetle
"·ου

A letter came from Evelyn. It was
a trifle reserved, with un impulse to
tears concealed in It:

ley.

"Don't forget your ticket," whispered
the pleased officer.
The reminder Jarred, but It was unMason got his ticket inavoidable.
dorsed, the lads looking on shyly the
while, and the three regained the freedom of the street.
"Let us find some place to sit down
and hare a drink," suggested Mason.
"Xo, father." said John, with a frank
"Neither of us takes drink.
smile.
Come home with us. We have a room
ready for you."
"I have lodgings"—
"You can go there tomorrow and get

your belongings."
"Yes.
Jump into this cab," urged
Willie. "We live lu Westminster. It
is not very far."
Mason was fasciuatcd by the boys'
pleasant assumption of authority. They
spoke like young gentlemen, with the
accent that betokens a good education.
He yielded without a protest.
They sat three abreast in a hansom,
and the vehicle scurried off toward the
Westminster bridge road.
Mason was liPthe center. Ills giant
form leaned over the closed doors of
the cab, but he turned his head with
Interested eagerness as one or other of
his sons addressed him.
"I suppose, father, you are wondering how we ciune to meet In such a
place," said John.
"It might puzzle me if I found time

to think."

0.1. Hood Co., Lowell, Man.

I have no friends."
"Oh, yes, you have—very dear friends,
"Friends!

Indeed."

"Then where are they?"
He glared around the roomy police
office, but it was only tenanted by policemen attending to various book* or
chatting quietly across a huge counter.
Ills surly a.tltude did not diminish
the Inspector's kindliness.
"Don't be so doubtful on that point,
Ilave you no children?"
Something in the police officer's eyes

Mason.

gave the man a clew. Ills swarthy
face flushed and his hands clinched.
"Yes." he snid huskily, "I left two
boys. Their mother died. They were
lost. I have looked for them everywhere."

Inspector Bradley pointed

to a door.
"(lo into that room," he said quietly,
"and 3*ou will find them. They are
waiting there for you."
Mason crossed the sanded floor like
one walking in his sleep, lie experienced no emotion. He was a man
stunned for the nonce.
He· opened the door of the waiting
room and euteivd cautiously. He might
have expected a hoax, a jest, from his
attitude.

Two stalwart yi'ing men were stand-

ing there talking. Their chat ceased as
he appeared. For an appreciable time

iather and sons looked at each other
with the curiosity of strangers.
He knew them first. He saw himself,
no less than their unfortunate aud suffering mother, in their erect figures,
the contour of their pleasant faces.
To them he was uuknowu. The eld-

boy was ten years old, the younger
eight, when they last met. But they
read a message In the man's hungering
eyes, and they were the flrst to break
est

the suspense.
"Father!" cried John.
The other boy sprang to him without
a word.
Ile took them in his arms. He was
choked. From some buried font came
long forgotten tears. lie murmured
their uames. but not a coherent sentence could he utter.
They were splendid fellows, he
thought, so t dl urd well kuit, so nice
mannered, so thoroughly overjoyed to
meet him.

That was the best of it. They had
sought him voluntarily. They knew his

record aud were not ashamed to own
him. During the long days aud nights
of ceaseless Inquiry he was ever tormented by the dread lest his children,
if living, should look on him as accursed, a blot on their existence.
He half hoped that he might discover
them In some vile slum, where crime
was hallowed and convicts were heroes. He never pictured them as honest, well meaning youths, sons of
whom any father might be proud, for
in that possibility lurked the gnawing
terror of shame and repudiation.
Mason's heart was full. He could not
That rethauk God for his mercy.
source of poor humanity was denied
him, and. to Ills credit be it said, he
was no

hypocrite.

His seared soul awoke to softer feel-

ings, as his eyes, his ears, his very
heart, drank in fuller knowledge of
them, but he was tormented In his Joy
by au agonized pang of remorse. Oh.

that he could have met theui with
hands free from further crime!
In some vague way he felt that his
punishment for Philip Anson's death
would be meted out by a sterner justice than the law of the land. Ile wa.s
loo hard η man to yield instantly. He
crushed back the rising flood of horror

eolation, nut tor iUe sake of his eons
the uian wrestled with his agony und
conquered It to some outward seeming.
When the cab stopped outside a big
building he was steady on his feet
when he alighted, and be managed to
summon a ghastly smile to his aid as
he said to John:
"I am sorry to set you a bad example, but that Is nothing new, Is It? I

must have some spirit, strong spirit, or
I can't keep up."
"Certainly, father. Why not? It Is
all right as medicine.. Willie, you go
and get some brandy while I take father upstairs."
Their flat was on the second floor.
It was neatly furnished, fitted with
electric light and contained five rooms.
John talked freely, explaining housekeeping arrangements, the puzzle as
to their father's size, for the first bed
they bought was a short one; their
hours of work, the variety of their
employment—any and every cheering
lople, Indeed, until Willie came with a

bottle.
Both of them glanced askance at the
quantity Mason consumed, but they
Ile tried to
passed no comment.
smoko and sat so that the light should
not fall on his face. And then he said

to them:
"Tell me all you know alnwt Philip
Anson. It Interests me."
Knap! The hard composition of his
pipe was broken in two.
"What a pity!" cried Willie. "Shall
I rûn and buy you a new one?"

"Xo, my boy, no. I can manage.
Don't mind me. I can't talk, but I will
listen. May the Lord have mercy on
me, I will Ibten!"
He suffered that night as few men
have suffered. Many a murderer has
had to endure the torments of a haunted conscience, but few can have been
burrowed by hearing their own sons
lauding to the sky the victim's benefactious to themselves and to their

of the circumstances. As soon
as
the superintendent returned he
wrote to the governor and was very
much annoyed to find that you hud
slipped away in the meantime."
"He wouldn't be so annoyed if he
was there himself," growled Mason
aware

good humoredly.
"Oh, John didu't

mean

that, father,"

broke in Willie. "The annoyance was
his and ours.
You see, we had not
known very long where you were. We
didu't even know you were alive."

younger.
"When did you hear first?"
"Al>out four months ago. Just before
UUI
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saddlers and ornamental leather workers. Between ns we earn quite a decent living. I>on't we, John?"
"In fifteen weeks we bave saved
enough to pay for half our furniture
besides keeping ourselves well. There's
plenty to eat, dad. Tcu won't starve,

big as you are."
They nil laughed. The cab was passing St. Thomas' hospital. Λ< rose the
bridge η noble prospect met their eyes.
London had a glamour for Mason that
night it never held before.
"So Robinson wrote to Bradley
knowing that I would report myself to
day, and Bradley arranged"—
"Wlio Is Hobinsou, father?" inter
rupted John.

"The superintendent, to be sure. IIh
used to be insjveetor at Whitecbapel."
"He Is not the man we mean. We
are talking of Mr. GIIe<, superintend
eut of the Mary Anson home."
The two boys felt their father's start
of dismay, of positive affright. They
wondered what had happened to give
Peering at him
him such a shock.
sideways from the corners of the lian

they could see tlie quick pallor o!
his swarthy face.
"You forget. John." put In the adroit
William, "that father knows a< littU
about our lives as we knew about hU
When we read·
until very recently.
our flat we must Iwgin at the begin
som,

point.

Ile examined with Interest
specimens of their work, for they understood both the stitching and the
stamping of leather, and once he found
himself dully «peculating as to what
career he would have carved out for
himself were he given In boyhood the
opportunities they rejoiced in.
But throughout there was In hiA surcharged brain a current of cunniiii
I'lrst, there was (!;elner.
purpose.
away In the north, robbing a dead man
and plotting desolation to some girl.
He must bo dealt with.
Then he, the slayer, must l>e rlahi
and by his own hand. He would spare
his sons as much pain as might be
ery

within his power.
He would rot merely disappear, leaving tliem dubious and distressed. No.
They must know he was dead, not by
suicide, but by accident. They woul I
Better
mourn his wretched memory.
that than lie with the abiding grief
of the knowledge that he was Philip
Anson's murderer.
Ile was quite sure now that the dead
would arise and call for vengeance if
Ye
he dared to continue to e\ht.
that was it—a life for η life a prayer
that his deeds mig'it not bear fruit I»
Ills children—and then death, speedy,
certain death.

by Willie, the younger, who favored
lits mother i: ore than the outspoken
John, gave Mason an opportunity to
pave the way for the eoiniug separation.
"I don't want you two lads to make
any great changes on my account," he

slowly,

"it is far from my intention to settle down here and let
all your friends become aware that
you are supporting a ticket of leave
father. Yes, I know. You are good
ItoyH, and it won't l»e any more pleasant l'or nie to to live away from you
than it would be for you—under—other
conditions—to be separated from me.
Ilut—I aui in earnest in this matter.
1 will stop here tonight just to tee!
that 1 am under the same roof i\s you.
It is your roof, not mine.
Long ago
1 lost the right to provide you with a
shelter. Tomorrow I «o awuy. I have
It
some work to do—a lot of work.
Of
must be attended to at once.
course you will ; ee me often.
We can
meet In the evening—go out together—
but live here—with you—I cuu't.''
said

ning and tell him everything."
"There isn't much to tell." cried John.

"When poor mother died we were taken care of by a gentleman whom Mr.
Philip asked to look after us. When
the Mary Anson home was built we
were among the first batch of inmates.
If ever a young man lias done good In
this world. It is Mr. Philip Anson. See
what he did for us. Mother was nursed
and tended with the utmost kindness,
but lier life could not be saved. We
from the workhouse,
were rescued
taught well and fed well and given
sucii instruction In a first class trade
that even at our age we can earn £5 a
week between us. And what he has
done for us he does for hundreds of
God bless Philip Anson, I
others.

to the very marrow of his
hearer, "are you 111? Shall we stop?"
•Terhaps, John, a little brandy would
do him good." murmured Willie.
"Father, do tell me what is the matter. Willie, reach up and tell the man

pierced

to stop."
Then Masou forced himself to speak.
"No, 110," he gasped. "Go on. It Is—

only—a passing spasm."

He must have time, even a few minutes, In which to drive off the awful
specter that hug;ed him In the embrace of death. He dnred not look at
If he were compelled to
his sons.
face them 011 the pavement In the flar-

ing gaslight he would run away.
Great
His anguish was pitiable.
drops of sweat stood clammy 011 his
forehead. He passed a tremfiling hand
across his face and groaned aloud unconsciously :
"Oh, God forgive me!"

It was the first prayer that had vol-

untarily left Ids lips for many a day.
The boys lienrd. They interpreted it

of sorrow that his
off
own career should have lieen so cut
from their childhood and Joyous youth.
"Well, cheer up, dad. anyhow," cried
the elder, much relieved by this conclusion. "We are all together again,
and you can face the world once more
as

an

expression

with us at your side."
No dagger of steel could have hurt
so dreadfully as this well meant con-

men

and

women

were

But strain his eyes as he would he
could see no entrance to that harlwr,
naught save furious seas breaking over
relentless walls of granite.
Even in his dream lie was not afraid.
He asked the captain, with an oath:
"In there do way in?"
And the captain turned corpselike
eyes toward him. It was i'hillp Anson.
The dreamer uttered a wild beast's
howl and shrank away.
Then he awoke to llnd Willie standing by his bedside with soothing words.
"It Is all right, father. You were dlsturbed In your sleep. Don't get up yet.
It is only 5 o'clock."
··»··♦·

At that hour a policeman left his
cottage in a village on the Yorkshire
coast and walked leisurely toward the
Grange House.
He traversed four miles of rough
country, and the sun was hot, so he
did not hurry. Alwint half past 0 he

reached the farm. There were no sL'ns
of activity such as may be expected In
the country at that hour.
He examined three sides of the build·
lug carefully—the sea front was inaccessible—and waited many minutes before he knocked ut the door. There
He knocked agaiu
was no answer.
more loudly. The third time his summons Wtfiild have aroused the Seven
Sleepers, but none came.
He tried the door and rattled it,
In at the windows, stood back
In the garden and looked up at the bed-

peered

rooms.

"A queer business," he muttered as
he turned unwillingly to leave the

place.

"Aye, a very queer business," he said
Hgaiu. "I must go on to Scarsdale an'
mak' Inquiries aboot this Dr. Williams
afore I report to the super."
[το
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SPORT IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
Hawking Tlwn One of the Mo»t Popular Form» of Hunting.
Have you ever noticed

a

hawk soar-

ing ani floating high up against the
sky? Have you seen him busy apparently in embroidering a wonderful
pattern of loops and curves, putting in
a wing beat here and a long tloat
there, and then suddenly, without a
moment's warning, seem fairly to drop
to the ground, pause a moment and
then rise slowly and fly to some nearby free?
The splendid flight was made with
a
lie was looking out for
purpose.
Ills prey and when lie saw with his
keen eyes some field mouse scami»erlng across a Held, or a tiny bird cowering in a bush, or picking up a meal
among the grass, he fell from the sky.
seized the little creature and took it
off In his talons to eat It at leisure In

convenient tree.
This method of pursuing his p:<>y
was taken advantage of In the middle
ages and later times to provide for
man one of his most |>opular fonrw
The birds were chosen
of hunting.
with greatest care, each kind was
trained to hunt for his own particular sort of prey, and great parties of
lords ami ladles, followed by many attendants, rode out Into the flelds and
some

marshes to "fly" their birds, as t'iey
called If, and watch them "strike
their quarries."—X. Hudson Moore In
St. Xicholas.

MAKING A BALLOON.
The Way It U Patched, Varnished and
Powdered.

A balloon consists of patches of cloth
about ii yard square sewed securely together. This Is not because of
any (lilluulty in mining the f:i'.ri.· of
a' «lobular shape. f« r that co:dd easily
be done if the pieces were shaped like
the skin on the section of an apple.
The reason Is that no absolutely reliable fabric has yet been Invented,
and there Is always the possibility of
the balloon bursting. Should this happen to one of these patches, the escape
of pas will not be dangerously rapid,
as It would lu» If larger sections were

used.
When the balloon Is made It Is carefully varnished, throe coats lielng given, and each lielng allowed to dry
thoroughly l»efore the next Id applied.
If one coat Is left moist the fabric
will be attacked by η species of dry
rot, which will make It as fragile an
In the
the pa|>er tliN Is printed on.
early days of ballooning many fatal
accidents were du»? to this defect, but

the utmost care Is exercised.
When a balloon Is packed up for a
Journey, powdered chalk Is sprinkled
between the folds, as otherwise they
would stick together snd tear.—Pearton's Weekly.

Wunted a Square Deal.
There was once a sporting parson at
Enstlngton. a place 011 the Kn;:!lsh
coast which was a favorite landing
place for woodcocks at the time of
tliclr Immigration to England. When
the birds arrived, exhausted by their

long flight, everybody In the parish,
Including the parson, at once turned
out to join in the sport of knocking
them down with sticks. One Sunday
the people were In church and the parson in the pulpit when the church door
was cautiously opened and a head appeared, with a beckoning finger. "Well,

"Amen!" said his brother.
The voices of his sons reached Mason's tortured brain like sounds heard,
remote but distinct, through a long
Ills great frame seemed to
tunnel.
collapse. In an instant he became an
old man. lie set his teeth and jammed
his elbows nguiust the woodwork of
the cab, but. strive as lie would with
ills Immense physical strength niul his

dogged will, he shook with η palsy.
"Father," cried John nnxiou <ly. little
dreaming how his enthusiastic speech

and

watching the doomed craft from the
firm security of the land.

now

sny!"

had

lights,

dead mother.

"Well, the superintendent arranged
He was master of his emotions suffieverything.
Unfortunately, he was
ciently to control his voice. He puncaway on his holidays when—when you
tuated their recital by occasional comwere released—or we would have met
ments that showed he appreciated evami
his
was
not
then,
you
deputy

Thursday
Inspector Brudley
lug.
The inspector received him graciously, thus chasing from the ex-convict's
"Of course, of course. Somebody has
mind a lurking suspicion that matters,
been looking after you well. That's
There is a curious syin
were awry.
clear euough. They wouldn't be always
pu thy between the police au J well
telling a pair of l>oys that their father
with
meet
known criminals.
They
was In Portland."
und
friendliness
exchange pleasantries,
"It gave us such a shock when we
us α watch dog might fraternize with
heard the truth," said downright John.
a wolf in oil hours.
"But we were so glad to hear that
But Mason bad no responsive smile
our father was living and that we
or reudy quip.
should soon see him," explained the
he demanded morosely.
"What's

laughter.
"Ye gods and little fishes!" he cried.

i-——-··»'!

him.

on

examined the contents a
quantity of old clothing, some worn
boots, a ball of twine, a bed coverlet,
a big Iron key, the tattered letters and
a variety of odds and ends that would

ragshop.

l»ecome Mason's actual helper. He rejected project after project. The thing
might l« bungled, so he must attend to
each part of the undertaking himself
short of using a bludgeon.
Ile slept again and dreamed of long
Hights through space pursued by demons.
How he longed for day! How
slowly the hours passed after dawn
until the newspapers were obtainable,
with their columns of emptiuess for

reached Loudon on Weduesday
and kept his appointment with

he

have found no corner In a

unknown Smith or Jones.
When he closed his eyes he could see
α shadowy form wavering helplessly
Never before were
In green depths.
his hands smeared with blood. He had
touched every crime save murder.
Physically he was a coward. In
plotting the attack on Philip he bad
taxed his iiigCuuity for weeks to diecover some means where he need not

D=»\

safe in the presence of the housekeeper
aiul butler, locked It again without
disturbing any pf the other contents
and handed the key to the butler, who
placed It in the silver pantry.
In the solitude of his room Grenier
The rascal received
burst the lock.
one or the greatest shocks of his life
when

get that disfigured corpse swirling
about In the North sea.
lie wished uow that Philip Anson
had not been cast forth naked. It was
α blunder not to dress him, to provide
him Arlth means of Identification with

some

Author of "Wings of the Mornini," "The Pillar of

+♦

But rent—that was denied him. It
one
tiling to harden himself
against surprise, quite auother to forwas

tliat threatened to overwhelm bim In
this moment of happiness. He forced
himself again to answer their anxious
Inquiries, to note tlielr little ulrs of
mmillne.SK and self reliance, to see
with growing wonder that they were
well dressed and wore spotless linen.
A police station was no place for confidences. Indeed both boys were awed
by their surroundings.
They passed into the outer office, and
Mason went to thank Inspector Brad-

"Father, do tell me

u

hnt U the mutter."

ills sous never knew the effort that
this speech cost him. lie spoke with
such manifest hesitation that Willie,
who quickly interpreted the less prouounced signs of a man's thoughts,
winked a warning at his brother,
ife said, with nn optle si/:mil:
"Not a word n.i»v, John. Just leave

as tliey are."
ruder any ordinary conditions he
would be right. lie could never guess
the nature ol' the claims that encircled
his father, delivering him fettered to
the torture, liouud hand and foot, body
and soul.
At last they all retired to their
rooms, the lx»ys to whi per kindly
plans for keepin g their fit titer a prisoner again in their hands, .Mi.son to lit·

things

open eyed, dry eyed, through the night,
mourning for that which might not be.
The rlsiug sun dispelled the dark
phantoms that llittcd before his vision.
lie fell Into a tltful slumber, disturbed by vivid dreams. Once he was on a

swept sea at night on a sinking
ship with a crew of dead men
and a dead captain at the helm.
Driving onward through the ra :in^
storm

ship,

a

what Is it?" asked the parson. "Cocks
is coom!" The parson hurriedly shut
"Shut the door
up his sermon case.
and lock It!" he cried to the clerk.
"Keep the people In church till I've
got my surplice off. Let's all have a
fair chance."

Good Reason to Hurry.
The trials of a musical accompanist
are many, If we may credit all the
A young prostories told of them.
fessional recently played accompaniments for the performers at a private
entertainment for a fashionable charity lasting for nearly two hours.
"Here, you see, I have no chance to
take a breath for ten bars," said the
amateur flute player. Indicating to the
accompanist a passage in Ills opening
"There aie a nutnlter of such
solo.

places I11 my solos, and If you'll hurry
the time whenever you come to them
It will be a relief to my wife, for all
my family are subject to apoplexy and
I've already had

slight attack."

Cleaning the Typewriter.
The most Important thing In cleaning a typewriter Is to get the dust and
grit out of the machine not farther
At
Into It, as Is too often the case.
least twice a year every typewriter
should l»e thoroughly cleaned with g.:sollne, and then the machine should Im·
left alone until all the gasoline has
evaporated. Then all points of friction should lie oiled and the rihlmii,
which was, of course, removed at the

feel the vessel settling"
she rushed Into each
yawnlug caldron. Suddenly through
the wreck of Hying spindrift ha saw a
siiioJiii harbor, a sheltered basin, in etart,
waves, be could
more surely as

one

replaced.

Simply

as a

bu.-inees

which vewe!; rode lu-sa.'eiy. There proposition It pays to keep typewrit·
not la use.—Circle.
were houses beyond, with cheerful , en» covered when

BucltfteM.
D>tfWl.
West Parts.
Rev. Mr. Pottle of the M. E. church
The rain which began Sunday raised
The date of the sale and chicken-pie
< >ccupied the Baptist pulpit in exchange
The
in this vicinity.
•upper to be held ander the auspice· of j the stream·
The Bethel water «apply has recently iritb the regular pastor.
the Univertalist Good Will Society haa |
<SSURI> TUESDATS.
Mr. Preatoo C. Lowe and wife of RumTHE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL been fixed as Wednesday afternoon and been analyzed and the report of the
1 ford F alia were calling on friend· here
Nov. 20th, at the Univerealist chemist is most satisfactory.
OF THE COUNTY.
SECTIONS
evening,
<OUTH PARIS, MAINS, NOV. 5, 1901.
Mrs. Ε. T. Ruasell and her sister, Monday aad Tuesday.
church. Careful arrangements are in
Wednesday morning the hill· >urand the following committees Miss Mary Shirley, left Bethel for their
winter home in Brooklyn, Ν. Y., last *ounding thi· town were covered with
P»rU H1U.
are been appointed:
FORBES,
A Τ WOOD A
inow.
Mr·. Levi Shedd, Mrs. K. Wednesday.
Fhct Work Table
Mr. Pearl R. Jordan of thla town and
Kdltori ud PrtpiitUn.
B. Davie, Mr·. F. B. Packard, Mr·. F. E. Wheel
Thursday the ladies of the Universalis
h" "old hi· farm to er, Mrs. Dora B. Jackson, Ml·· Llnnle F. MarΚ*βΓ·°η
ifisa Florence Newman of Canton were
served a chicken-pie supper.
A. K. JToum.
society
U ko kg κ M. AnrooD.
Mr· Rye™oo shall.
went to tnarried at the home of the bride WedMrs. Lauretta Valentine
Apron Table:—Mrs. Ε. E. Tuell, Mr·. L. M.
hi'
and "ome household
Massachusetts with the remains of her lesday. Mr. Jordan la the aon of Llew·
Mann, Mr·. E. W. Penley.
λ.
toole at Mction·
Tkkms —$1.30 a Tear If paid »trlMly In ad ranee.
Mr·.
A.
Candy Table:—Mr·. Emma W. Mann,
mother-in-law, who had made her home illyn Jordan and ia a young man of exHherwlae #3.00 a year. ΜηκίΛορίβ» « oenu.
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C. A. Churchill went to South Paris g
are receivMrs.
Fred
and
Mr.
Pouley
mill
is
that
the
RevoIt
rumored
American
of
the
property Stephen Douglas, Leonard S. Shaw, Wilon any incident
Oct. 31.
ing congratulations on the birth of a boy, recently sold by Geo. Packard will be liam F. Vilas, Joseph Smith and Briglution, occurring be" ween 1775 and 17S3
The Tuell school will give an enterOot. 26th.
ham Young; from Massachusetts, Benjaand $5 in gold for the second best essay. tainment
occupied before many months.
evening, Xov. 15. It
Friday
Mrs. Charles Coffin visited her sister,
min F. Wade, Gustavus F. Swift; from
The coutest will be governed by the will consist of recitations, dialogues an·:
last
week.
Mrs. Ruth Young,
Hebron.
Connecticut, Lyman Trumbull, Morrison
following rules:
Refreshments will be served.
music.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Frost spent SaturLyman
1. Articles should be written on one All are invited to come.
The Bridgton boys played with the R. Waite, Governor Meigs,
at
Lisbon.
and
Sunday
day
side of paper ouly.
Typewritten if
Hebrons here la«t Saturday. Score 24-0 Beecher, Charles H. Grosvenor, Moses
Cleaveland, and many more.
in favor of Hebron.
Denmark.
possible.
West Lovell.
It is necessary only to mention these
Its length will be limited to 1500
2.
Miss Mary Thompson and Miss HunneRev. Dr. Blanchard is quite sick at the
of
and
wife
L.
Wm.
Marjorie,
words.
Farwell,
well of Portland spent Sunday with Mrs. names to show the mighty influence of
and
Blanchard
Mrs.
House.
New England in the building of the
3.
In judging articles, special atten- Colby
Bethel, spent a few days with bis sister, Fred Sturtevant.
are reported as recovering from
Mrs. J. McAllister, last week.
tion will be paid to spelling, punctua- daughter
Mr. Ernest Sturtevant of West Peru West. So great a stream went into parts
sickness
their
Mrs. f'orinne Fox still remains seri- made a short visit to his brother, Fred, of the new states that they have seemed
tion, paragraphing and originality of
Rev. A. C. Boyd and wife; Dea. John
almost more New Fngland than New
ously ill.
style.
Thursday.
atDavis
Dea.
Clara
and
wife;
Colby
Miss Aristeen Lord, although up and
4. AU articles must be in the hands
Mr. Sturtevant has finished picking bis England itself. Whether that day has
conference at
the
tended
Congregational
of the committee not later than Feb. 7,
passed or is passing may be a question.
dressed, is quite poorly.
apples, 520 barrels.
Harrison Wednesday and Thursday.
19ϋβ.
Ralph Willev of Fryeburg has been
Mrs. Ida Tuttle returns to her home In Certainly the old stock seems to be disWilliam Greeley of the Arm of
Mr.
of
all
Lord's.
at
Alonzo
to
5. The contest is open
visiting
pupils
Boston this week after several weeks' appearing, forced* out or engulfed by the
is still in town.
Maine. Burnhaiu A Morrill
alien stream that has poured into our
Lewis Fox of Pennsylvania, a former visit at W. A. Bartlett's.
grammar schools in the state of
as
is
Jewett
Mr. Fntuk C.
reported
cities and manufacturing towns.—Portr«sid-nt of this place, is expected Wed6. All essays must be sent to the
Mrs. H. A. Cushman is in Auburn.
feeble.
chairman of the committee. Alma Sta- vory
nesday for a visit to his brothers and
Little Doris Hibbs still continues very land Sunday Times.
at
the
W.
H.
Mr.
Swan,
Maplewood, sisters in the East.
sick. Dr. Bartlett of Norway has been
ples Boardman, Frances Dighton Wil- is
AH ARD DEIvFtO PAY.
gaining in health.
liams Chapter, Bangor.
Jenuy Allan! is sick in bod with down in consultation with Dr. McFadyen
"I owe a debt of gratitude that can
rheumatism.
several times.
East Brownfield.
Early Friday morning the body of
While splitting wood Thursday Frank nover be paid off," writes G. S. Clark of
Merrill Collins, whose h'ime was at
Sumner.
Rev. Mr. McBride tilled the CongreDr. Westfleld, Iowa, "for ray rescue from
Jewett cut his foot quite badly.
w»*
fonnd by the
Colebrook. Χ. II
last Sunday.
pulpit
McFadven was called to dross the wound. death by Dr. King's New Discovery.
Mrs. Willie Ames is poorly.
gational
Maine Central tracks near a bridge in
Mrs. E. G. Stickney and family are
There was a busking at the Dyer
Apples in some places have not been Both lungs were so seriously affected
Freeport. The only injury that appear- occupying her cottage on Maple Road lirothers' Thursday night, there being Injured by the frost while others are that death seemed imminent, when I
the
ed was a small cut on the back of
commenced taking New Discovery. The
At present, however, Mrs. Stickney and about ninety there.
spoiled.
head. It is thought that he may have daughter, Isabel, are attending uat.oual
ominous dry, baoklng cough quit before
Mrs. George Morrill is at Bucktleld
overhead
an
bridge. convention of the W. C. 'Γ. U. at Nashthe first bottle was used, and two more
by
North Waterford.
beep struck
for her mother who is sick. Mrs.
caring
left
He
of
wax
22
age.
Collins
bottles made a complete cure." Nothyears
ville.
Enoch Morrill is keeping house for her
Mrs. Bernice Littletield and son Willis
for
the
before,
has ever equaled New Discovery for
Maine,
day
Sherman,
Rev. J; J. G Tarr left here last Thurs- while she is away.
returned from Norway Saturday night. ing
Colebrook, where he has a wife and two day. He has accepted a call to LanesMrs. Charles Bonney attended the She went Thursday, but had some teeth coughs, colds and all throat and lung
children. With him were about a dozen ville, Mas«.
Guaranteed by F. A.
funeral of her brother's wife in Massa- extracted so was obliged to stay on ac- complaints.
men who were bound for Colebrook to
Shurtleff & Co., druggists. 50c and
Miss Isabel Stickney and Mrs. A. F. chusetts last week.
of sickness.
count
work in the woods.
$1.00. Trial bottle free.
Johnson attended conference at HarriMrs. David Bonney of Paris visited at
John Willie was called very suddenly
last week.
Edwin Bonney's recently.
amateur son, Me.,
to Canton by a telephone message, saying
Franklin's
One of Weet
The Katabdin Box Company's mill at
Moses Young bought two yoke of oxen bis father had got sawed in the mill.
Lincoln waa shut down laat week by
banters, fearing that he might be shot,
Sumner.
East
last
week.
in
Peru
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Nason and little order of the
superintendent, and 150 empurchased a web of sheeting and sewed
Our community was greatly shocked
child have moved into the rent lately
Labor
it upon his back. One day last week he
are thrown ont of work.
ployes
on
death
sudden
of
the
hear
to
Moee
Tuesday
in
the
vacated
Dfckvale.
by Mrs. Kneeland,
took to the bush and came upon a cow
nnion agitation is given aa the cause of
who
died
P.
of
Ellis
Mosher
Russell,
house.
the shut-down.
and calf moose. The moose, not being morning
L A. Bisbee has moved his family into
to be in
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hobson called at
accnstomed to seeing a dry goods store almost instantly. He appeared
the George Smith place.
APPENDICITIS
the
health
usual
his
night
Fred
Hazolton's
belretiring
and
upon
to
Sunday.
in the wilderness, began
paw
Abbie K. Irish has returned from Bannews of hi· sudden death
Carroll and Adin Cleveland have re- is due In a large meaaure to abase of the
low furiously. The noise proved to be before, and the
not having received muob benefit
gor,
as he was in active
turned from their trip to Otisfield to bowels, by employing drastic purgamore than the nerves of the hunter caused great surprise
from the treatment of her eye·.
the day preceding. Funeral
Mrs. L. A. Holmes1. tives. To avoid all danger, use only
could stand, and he started toward home business
Roscoe Cooledge is cutting wood for their grandmother's,
on
bouse
were held at the
services
Mrs. Annie Hazelton gave Winfleld Dr. King's New Life Pills. The safe,
in a hurry.
R. S. Tracy.
Rev.
conducted
by
Brown and Bertie Monlton a pair of rab- gentle
and
cleansers
Thursday forenoon,
lnvigoratori.
H. O. Rowe and Charlee Mathews
It is stated that this year's sweet corn W. D. Athearn. Interment at Buckfleld have
Guaranteed for headache, blliôusoess,
exchanged farms. Mr. Rowe has bits.
leaves a widow
He
a little leas than village cemetery.
will
be
Boston
to
Phil
has
to
at
in
Maine
F.
▲. Shurtleff
malaria and jaundice,
McGray
gone
pack
moved to Dixfleld and Mr. Mathews will
SBo.
work.
ι ft Co.1· drag store.
seventy per cent of the pack for the sea- and one child to mourn with the entire move to bis o«w bom· at onoe.
oo mm unity.
son of 1906.
Age 33 years.
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THE DAfNTY BUTTERFLY.

CLOTHES AND THE MAN.

It Hh

Rebuke to the King With
Whom He Dined.
fhat clot Lea made the man was as
:'.cU a trite truth In Dante's day as
r, according to an old story told by
rcambl. Dante wag invited by a
'.tig to dine with bim, along with a
Γ?·.ν other rliosen friends, but he came
:nte's

tor of Food and Drink.
BeaaMfal butterflies, a splendid and

•lient host flattered and floated above
the tall white lilies in the quiet garden.

"How lovely they are!" said a nasipping his tea. "How
richer
very lovely they are, yet the
their benuty the ranker their taste.

ture student,

: red
«iiiitc shabbily, was given a
:.:ce below the salt and was overojked and apparently forgotten until
be feast was over, when the king, havifi recollected himself, asked:
"By the bye, what has become of the
net I had intended to talk to?"
Daute, offended and hurt by the
■i'^lit, had tak^n his departure, but returned when followed and invited
anew.
This time he came to supper
T.perbly dressed in crimson velvet and
: »ld und was served with extreme attrition. but the courtiers observed with

:

imazenicnt that be poured the soup
down I1I3 sleeves, tucked cutlets into
his breast and smeared his rich attire
with sauces.
"Good gracions, your majesty," observed the boldest of the supping nobles, "why has this poet such man-

tiers?"
The

Dante, who

The purple euiperor, one of the finest
butterflies, likes nothing for dinner as
well as a dead cat—a cat five or six

beautiful butterflies subsist
Fresh fruit they
upon spoiled fruit
It must be falling
won't look at
to pieces with rottenness.
"Even in their drink some of the
loveliest butterflies have a perverted
taste. Turning scornfully from dewy
"Other

rose petals and from crystal springs,
they seek out the vilest, foulest pud-

1

was

here dressed shabbily and sat
In ray corner, I was forgotten
I now come in âne
and snubbed.
clothes and am very much attended to.
I thcrefore~concluded that it was rather my clothes than myself that you
admired and invited and was willing
to bestow on them a Just share of your
hospitality."—St Louis Republic.
came

quietly

VERY OBLIGING.
He Answered All Questions and Even
Offered Further Information.
Λ small, quVt looking mau, smoking
η large cigar, sat by the side of a me-

dium sized automobile that was drawn
out of the road as a large touring car
came along, driven by a man with an

Interrogatory aspect
The man in the touring car slowed
up and leaned over.
"How long you been here?"

"About two hours."
"Can't yo ι find out what the matter
Is?"
"No."
"Trouble with spark plug?"
"Think not."
"IIow are your batteries?"
"O K."
"Haven't got

a

you?"
"Oh. no."

short circuit, have

"Got any gasoline In your tank?"

"Henty."

"Would you mind telling me, sir, Just
what's the matter with that machine of

yours?"

the man pointed to a
In
large red farmhouse In the distance.
"See that house out there?" he asked.
"Yoj, sir."
"Weil. sir. there Isn't anything the
matter with this machine, but since
answer

my wife has been In that house
l ining her sifter's first baby goodby.
When she gets through. If you are not
over l.(MX) miles away and will leave
y.itir address. I will telegraph or cable
you the glad news at my own ex-

j

dles whereat to quench their thirst.
"And nearly all butterflies are drunkby
Collectors entrap them
ards.
means of stale beer mixed with molasses. This they smear on the holes

Unable to resist the dose,
of trees.
the most resectable butterflies—fathers of families, capitalists, elderly
matrons—pet hopelessly drunk and in
the midst of their wild, silent orgy «re
crammed In hip hamlfuls into the collector's pouch."—New Orleans Times-

SHOPPING IN GREENLAND.

~

East Coast Native· Make Tripe Lasting Four Years.
When the Greeulander of the east

goes a-shopping, It Is no light
matter of a day or a week. The snow
hut holder of the far north, on finding
that his supplies are running low, packs
up his belongings and walks off, with
coast

tie Keeps on
ramiiy.
and wluter, for It
takes him uuywliere from one to two
full yours to reach α settlement where
there are shops. Whole colonies sometime» join In these pilgrimages from
hl<

wire

walking,

and

summer

their northern dwelling places, camplug I))· the way as weather and Inclination permit. One might suppose that
such protracted Journeys would be followed by long stuys at the place of
business. Not so. The Eskimo spends
little more time over the shopping for
which he has come so far than does a
woman bargain hunter at the periodical
drapery sales with us. Sometimes two
hours finish the transactions, and the
purchaser w'M start on his long return
Journey northward. The fine liear and
fox skins which he lias brought with
1 urtered
for secondhand
are
liim
clothes, tobacco, old iron and many
articles not only valueless, but actually
Injurious to the buyer. A life whlcb

Our Stocks Comprise
FIVE KINDS OF FLEECED SHIRTS AND DRAWERS,
50C.f 60c., 75c., $l.OO,

Th· Gender of the Moon.

In English. French, Italian, Latin
and Greek the moou Is feminine, but
In all the Teutonic tongues the moon
Is masculine. Which of the twain Is
Its true gender? We go back to the
Sanskrit for an answer.
Professor
Max Muller rightly says ('On the Religions of India"), "It Is no longer denied that for throwing light on some
of the darkest problems that have to
be solved bf the student of language
nothing is so useful as a critical study
of Sauskrlt." Ilere the word for the
moon
Is mas. which Is masculine.
Mark how even what Hamlet calls
"words, words, words," lend their
weight and value to the adjustment of
this great argument. The very moon
Is masculine and, like Wordsworth's
child. Is "father of the man."—"Moon
Lore."

Impertinent.
Clara—Well, aunt, have your photo-

MEDIUM UNDERWEAR

bad.—Zola.

75c

.,

$2.5o
$,.00

Would it Not be Well to Look at Our
Stores Before Supplying Your Wants?

F. H. NOYES CO.
(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

FAIRLY WARNED.
Little

The

Sister's

Norway.

FALL HATS

the

to

Advice

Prospective Bride.
bip slster'r wedding day, and

AND

It was
mother was in the kitchen helping the
cook. Little sister was there, too, and
added frayed nerves to the excitement
demanding to know every other

minute what "it marriage was.
Finally mother became exasperated.
"If you speak again," she said, "I'll
show you what a marriage Is," and 1ft-

A cordial invitition is extended to all wish:ng to see fall
millinery. I shall be assisted by Miss Alice F. Day and

Mrs. F. E. Drake.

tie sister sat down very meekly.
Hut little sister had caught the excitement and could not keep quiet.
Tust as mother and the cook were busiest she asked her question again. For
a full minute the kitchen resounded
with walls, and then mother placed lit-

ou the chair again.
"Now," she said, "you know what
marriage Is."
That night the clergyman stood under the marriage ΙκΊΙ In the parlor.
Into the room came big sister un the
arm of her father.
Ilaifway up the
stairs little sister watched her through
the door and crleil softly. Finally she

Novelties.

Millinery

by

Wheeler,

Miss S. M.
Successor

Mrs. E. A. Howe,

to

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

tle sister

could stand It no longer.
Just as the ceremony was about to
begin a form came flying down the
stairs and little sister burst Into the

We Have Returned
We have

spanking."—New

Hosiery

Fighter, So Be Cautioue In
Provoking Him.
"I always iVel a bit nervous," remarked a sergeant of police, "when I
He le

a

have to arrest a man with gray eyes,
for I know that he is a Istrn tighter
and that I am likely to have a tough

at

$5

Ours

last year.
note of these last items.

a

the

see

If you need

Blankets from 45c up.
ours

$35.00.

same as

While you a*e in the store ask to
of it, but that won't last always.

are

new 10c.

some

the

tha*

}0oo yards

crash.

pretty good

ones

ones, look at

00.

We do

job.

"Most men when they are lighting
retain a certain amount of discretiou
and reuiciulier that a brutal assault on
llie police is a very serious offense.
Hut the man with the gray eyes,
t'aough he may In his calmer moments
he quite aware of the folly of resistance, forgets all about that when his
Iili>oil Is up.
He thinks of only one
thing, and that is to win the tight.
"It Isn't among criminals only that
I
the gray eye denotes the tighter.

Make

to

THE OLD PRICES.

at

Underflannels, 25c. up,
wear.

$5.00
$1.75.

Dress Goods, too, 35c. to

York

THE GRAY EYED MAN.

we

of the Finest Lines of
have ever shown.

line of Coats from

large

A

"Oh, Mlllv, Milly," she cried convulsively, "don't you get married or you'll
got an awful
Tress.

one

Goods

room.

talk about Cottons, but

not care to

we

have them if you

need any.

Call and

see us.

Yours truly,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

have observed the same thing among

];rofessionai

pugilists,

an

euormous

~i

fc

proportion of whom have gray eyes.
"With soldiers ami Bailors It Is just
the same. Many of our foremost geu-

irais and admirals have eyes of this
It Ν the more remarkable
color.
when we remember that the number

>\Ψ rto/tnln *«·!».» Im

»·

nvn·)

lu utitilll

compared with other shades.

that when you are
«ray eyed nmu you
should Le cautious lu provoklug him."
—Loudou Answers.
'The moral

deallrg with

Is

u

Nobby new styles and fabClothes that are right

rics.

Moxicc'· Famous Parrot·.
In the state of Tamaulipas, lu Mexico, parrots of the much prized "double
yellow head" variety, famous as con-

versationists.

in every detail. Clothes that
will Ht as a suit should and

continue

retain his

are

grades
the Fall

We've
that

fill

us

show

styles.
a

men

lot of otl
wear,

having,

worth

probably

store

can

Let

needs.

is

quality.

We've all

fit.

to

and

er

you

things

that

too.

know

your

that

are

You
this

headquarters

for

H. B. Foster,
One Price Clothier,

Norway, Maine.

1907 by
Hart SchatFner & Marx

Copyright

grip.—Argonaut.

Er.st Indian English.
an actual speech delivered in an East Indian court of law
by a pleader: "What they say Is very.
If not mosr. ridiculously absurd to believe. Indeed. It is Incredulous. They
say that the blood Hew. and they did
ii.>thi:ig to put the wounded into ease.
Tills, sir. is a lie. an unmitigated lie,
or. it ίher. a falsehood or fable or story
or. as Byron sarcastically observes, a
These buffaloes
terminal exactitude.
never used io graze on the field, which
Is not actually even proper grazing
meadow. The destination which they
started wns half a mile from the
ryno: ure to which they went Unless
they «11:1 not ride on lightning horses,
how could they reach to that premises
In five minutes? Can any man—Idiot
even—will not believe such α stupid
concoctatlon."

Ilcre Is part of

come from Mr. Faceallo? Miss1
Bit· F.-om Shakespeare.
Users of everyday catchwords are
Maydeval (angrily)—Yes, and they
went back, too. with a note expressing constantly quoting that ubiquitous per·
"Dead as a doormy opinion of his Impudence. Clara- son Shakespeare.
Gracious! What was it? Miss May- nail," "long and short of It," "getting
deval—Why, on the back of every pic- even," "tag-rag," "birds of a feather,"
ture were these words: "The original "that's flat," "mum,"
"scarecrow,"
of this Is carefully preserved."—Lon- "solid." "milksop," "loggerhead." "bag \
don Chronicle.
Itul baggage." "a mere song," "dancing attendance," "send him packing,"
"kill with kindness," "give and take,"
Diplomacy.
Towno—Of course the scheme If A "an eyesore," "to hoot" and "the man
good one. but do you think your wife In the moon" are all his.
will approve of it? Browne—Yes, If by
careful hlutiug I can get her to formuSure Thing.
late It herself and make her believe It'·
"I wish 1 knew how to make a barber own.—Pearson's Weekly.
rel of money."
"I'll tell you how."

I ljelicve rather In drawing men toward good than shutting them out from

$i.co, $1.50, $2.00,

FOUR KINDS OF UNION SUITS,

I have bought some of the heavy wool robes with
a rubber center so that I can sell them for $6.50.
These robes are 54 inches by 62 inches and come
in either brown or black. Call and see them.

JAMES N. FAVOR, harness" store,U
Ol Main et.·

"How?·

"Spend

α

keg In

advertising."—Louis-

ville Courier-Journal.

TVorway.

f

CALL AND SEE OUR

Observe the face of the wife to know
husband'· character.
Spanish
Fvorarb.
—

LINE

OF

MILLINERY.

f
\

[
[

All the latest ideas

in

Trimmed, Untrimmed and
Ready-to-wear Hats, Nov-

elties,

Etc.

MRS. R. L. POWERS,
2

NORWAY, MAINE.

If yon have anything to say to a
mule, say It to his face.—Chicago News.
the

Mnlno.

ψ

graphs

Gravitation.
Examiner—What do you know about
the power of the earth's attraction?
Candidate—It Is the strongest at
alKHit 2 o'olock In the morning.—Fllegende Blatter.

$l.jQ

FIVE KINDS OF SHIRTS AND DRAWERS NOT FLEECE
COMPRISING COTTON AI^D WOOL. AND
LINED.
$r 00, $i.j0
ALL WOOL,

found lu countless
can afford a four years' shopping trip flocks.
Indeed the woods are literally
now and again does uot strike one as full of them and are vocal with tbelr
oven îrenuous.—London Scraps.
harsh cry from sunrise to sunset. They
It Is only
neem to have hut oue note.
Cucerest Town In England.
la coniluemeut that they are Imitative.
The mo t curious town In England Is Iu this country they are worth $10
There Is not a straight apiece.
N'or.hnich.
I'urrots build their nests lu
street nor, in fact, a straight house In holes and hollows of trees, aud lu
tin? place. livery part of It has the ap- parts of Mexico they are so uumeroits
pearance of an earthquake. Northwlch that every available cavity Is occupied
I ; the ccutvi· of the salt Industry In by them In the nesting season. NeverChe hire, England. On nearly all sides theless the work of procuring their
of tin· town are big salt works, with young is extremely arduous, even for
their eugiues pumping hnudreds of the expert natives. Trees in the tropthousands of gallons of brine every ics are commonly festooned with many
week. At a depth of some 200 or 300 climbing vlues of thicknesses varying
feet are immense subterranean lakes from a thread to the size of a ship's
of brine, aud as the contents of these cable, and all this network of vegetaare pumped aud pumped away the uption Is usually Infested by myriads of
per crust of earth is correspondingly desperately tierce ants of large size,
weakened, and the result is au occasion- which both bite aud sting. Many an
al subsidence. These subsidences have unfortunate peon, it is said, has lost
a "pulling" effect on the nearest build- his life while
engaged lu this pursuit,
ings. and they are drawn all ways and because, tortured beyond endurance by
give the towu an extremely dissipated the ferocious Insects, he was uuuble to
«Dtxîurauce

having

Winter

Democrat.

η ion

pense."—('ollier's Weekly.

During the cold weather the past two weeks we have been
Others have purchased their
excellent sale of Underwear.
| Jnderwear.
I* it not time you were doing likewise?

, in

days dead.

passed on to j
gravely replied: "When I

question

h

8TORE8.
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Going Mown.east)-* * A. «., dallT; 9:30 A.
dally.
except Sunday; 4 33 P.
dally ; 3 36 P. M„
(west)-# 50 A.
ally except Sunday ; 8 :4, P. M., dsllf.

dallv

liotn" upP

CHUECUKS.

k'lret Congregational Church, Kev. A. K. BaldPreaching service, 10:45 A. il;
win. Pastor.
Sunday School 12 m.; Vespers 4 :30 P. u.; \ P.
3 C Κ β λ*) p. M.; Church priver meeting Wednesday evening .u 7 d0 o'clock. All not otherwise connected, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church, Rev. T.N. kewlev. Pastor.
On Sunday, morning prayer meeting 10:00 A.
School
preaching" service 10:45 a. M.; Sablwtth
FY.; Kpworth League Meeting 6 0O P. «:
7 SO; class
pmver meeting Wednesday evening

m^a"3tf»tKCh*rehe.nlκΐνWallace

Chesbro.

evenWednesday
All are

*
prayer meeting Τ Λϋ r. Μ. ;
Seat* free.
lng prayer service 7:30.

Wl'nlvcr-allst
Church, Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
10 45
service
Sunday
•TATKO MEETINGS.

Rcmlar
A M.—Pari* Lodge, So. 94.
meeting Tues<tav evening on or before full moon.
I. O. Ou P.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetings Thurs<lav evening of each wees —Aurora
Encampment, tlret and thirl Monday evenings
Pleasan Rebekah Lodge, No.
M R.^Mount
second and fourth Fridays of each

30, meets

month In «Md Fellows' Hall.
U \. R-—W. K. KlmbaU Post. No. 14S, meets
Ar t anl third Saturday evenings of each
m<>nth. In U. A. R. Hall.
Wm. K. KlmbaU Circle. Ladles of the G A.
R meet- Are: iud third Saturday evenings of
euch month. In Grand Ami Hall.
Ρ o? H.—Paris «range, from May I to Oct. 1,
meets drit and third Saturday; durlmc the
remainder of the year, meets every Saturday, la
Θ.

C.—Second

e\· κί'Ίχ

Mondays of

h month.
K. of P.—Hamlin Lodge. No. 31, meets every
Kr 'ay evening at Pythian Hall.

fit

a>

Miss Addie L. Giles visited in Lewieton Wednesday and Thursday.
Mrs. K. N\ Hall and Mise Carrie R.
Hall visite<l friends at West Paris Fri-

Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Benson of Detroit,
Mich, visited at J. D. Haynee' a few
days last week.
William J. Wbeeler went on the trip

Mystic

F. Elias Keniston went to Boston

last
Mrs.

Frank H. Bumpus and Louis Clark
went to Orono Saturday to see the football game between the University of
Maine and Bates.
The party who attended the Universalis! General Convention in Philadelphia
arrived home Thursday evening after a
ten days trip, and report a very enjoyable
time.

The factory of the Mason Hanufacturing Co. is now running until 9 o'clock
evenings to keep up with orders for the
Christmas trade. A big output of «oods
has gone out during the past few weeks.
The senior class of Paris High School
will have a masquerade sociable Friday
evening, Nov. î^th, at New Hall. Every-

cents.
1δ
Admission
invited.
Come masked if you can and if you can
not don't stay at home.

one

Mr. and Mrs. J. Edward Murch entertained a few friends at their home on
Park Street Friday evening, Nov. 1st. it
being the 22d anniversary of their marriage. Dainty refreshments were served
and a most
delightful social hour

enjoyed.

The Seneca Club meets this Monday
evening with Miss Eva Walker.
rent events by the club members; halfhour with Stoddard, Mrs. Gray; e«^y—
Maine, the Nation's Playground: b The
Coast, Mrs. Barnes, is the programme to
"ν»ι.

X. Pringle of Waterville,
of the Maine Christian Civic
^eague, addressed a union meeting in
he Baptist church Sunday evening, the
>venmg services at all the churches beng omitted on account of this union
ueeting. Mr. Pringle used a lantern
ind a large and varied lot of pictures,
ihowing the work which the league is
loing, and illustrating the evils which it
s its purpose to combat—the illegal sale
>f liquor, gambling in its various forms,
he cigarette habit, bribery at elections,
η fact, all the evils which endanger the
; leanness and wholesomeness of our civic
M if". The church was filled and the
j mdience was attentive and interested.
Rev.

Η.

j >resident

Fellows'

Hail,

^nd^V«?^BebcLb ofLodge,
each

kTwiSStoTn^^ tt!R

Friday

"ft P.—Regular roeetln* In Hathaway Block
every^ThûraJav
2S
Division, Ko. 12. me*U
'^«T^ 8.. iecond

rrtdaT^n^ng* 0^u

Md fourth
wwnd and
P. of H.-Norway Grange meets_eoconu
iAiirth ^Aturd&ve of each mouth at Grange *ia
^ ^ M, meets In
on the llrst Tuesday Evening
R.
New

fourthsaturtayeo^eac
θ". Λ*·

°WâR.C.-MeetslnNewG. Α. Β. Hall. Mond»?
Lakeside Lodee, No. 177, meeteIn
Now G. A.B.

Hall, on the first and third Wed-

AeM-Noi^
at G Ay B.
So° limeeu

°

o'lf

and

8?uth ParlsCouncll,
Tuesday

Hall every

8fUnofp. F .—Elm Tree Colony,

_

I

good

putting it mild.

The next day Τ went to see relatives at
Jamaica Plain, who fell upon me like
unto a thousand of brick, but it didn'l
hurt any. Then I went to Plymoutl
County, clear down on Cape Cod
There everybody was picking cran
berries for dear life, old men, old maids,
young maids, niggers, the halt and the
blind. Some embraced to such an extent it fairly sprung my knees, but I
did not complain.
Next I visited Rockland and Abington
where I found only three alive who usee
to work with me in the shoe shop flftj
years ago. There is more shoe businesf
cariied on in one shop now than there
was in the whole town fifty years ago.
Then I went to Waltham to see some
down east friends and spent a couple ol
days. There I bad a chance to see the
famou* watch factory, one of the largesi
in the world. They employ four thou
sand operatives and tarn out three thou
sand watches daily. Then I started oi
the home stretch, came on the boat te
Portland and landed safe in Buckfiele
the 19th.

$5.00

will be Raid.

Certain property of the Norway Watei
Co. has been stolen of late, including :
lantern which was left to guard an open
ing in the street, the removal of whicl
might have been attended with serioui
The company is de
consequences.
termined to discover the offenders, an<
will pay a reward of $5.00 for the con
viction of the guilty parties.

Card of Thanks.

We wish to express our sincere thank
all our friends and nelgbors, th
Knights of Pythias, and everybody whi
assisted us in our recent trouble and be
reavement, also for the beautiful flower

to

furnished.

Μβθ. A. 0. Corbktt.
Mb. and Mbs F. H. Corbktt.

Mb.

1

and

Mbs, Gilbert Shaw.

Mb. and Mbs. Ralph Stubtkvani
Howard Cobbbtt.
LinwoOT) Cobbbtt.

Joseph Paradis,
Joseph Mitchell,...
Joseph Mitchell,...
Joseph Mltchel·,...
Joeeph Mitchell,...
John Metevler,
Eva La Bell
Eva La BeHe
Edward Slddall

Liquor
Liquor

Liquor

nnUaaee
nuisance
nuisance

Search and seizure,
Mlzure,
seizure,
Search and seizure
....

Search and seizure

Liberated on

Discharged
Discharged
Discharged
Neither

Procolplo

Single sale,
Larceny
Larceny,
Receiving stolen goods

|

j
Same offence,

Planing, Sawing and Job

of
of
of

Assault and battery
Aesault and battery,—
Assault and battery
Felonious assault,

Weit

|

76.77

ance

Liberated on probation
2 months In county jail
2 months In county jail
6 months In county jail
1 year in state prison

five,'un^®J
ίΓ0"£

METSHOMTHWR

weigh
attempt
porker was found between

an

Ratnes-|

Roman Catholic, 10;
Episcopal, nine; Methodist, six; Baptist,
five; Universalist, two; Friends, two.

Congregational 27;

That great oaks from little acorns
grow is something that Nature demonstrates in very satisfactory fashion, but
it remains for a Sagadahoc
county
woman to carry this law still farther and
is
not
confined
show that the process
alone to that little acorn. In the spring,
this matron planted a handful of potato
peelings, and woman like, thought no
This fall she
more about the matter.
was surprised when her husband insieted
one day that she visit the vegetable
garden, where he set her digging potatoes. It finally dawned on her that it
was her own special row of potatoes ehe
At the end of her task,
was digging.
she had 100 potatoes as a result of the
few peelings she had planted in the

spring.

Josephine Stearns.
Gladys Keene.
Florence Rldemit

man

Youth's

Companion

in

1908.

was

the hunting dog, and together the
ranged Held and wood, the dog con-

stituting himself the protector of the
fawn. This is one of the occasional
strange friendships of the world, and it
is valuable as proof of what
will accomplish.

columns.

len's Arnica Salve known to all,1' writes
J. G. Jenkins of Chapel Hill, N. C. "It
quickly took the pain out of a felon for
me and cured it in a wonderfully short
time." Best on earth for sores, burns
and wounds. 25c at F. A. Shurtleff &
Co.'e drug store.
Every Woman In Pari·
will be glad to know that local grocers now have
tn stock "OUR PI K" a preparatlun in three
varieties for making l.emon. Chocolate and Cnstard pies Each 10-ccnt packagc makes two pies.
42-45
He sure and order to-day.
Born.
In

In Bryant's Pond, Oct. 20, by A. Mont Chase,
Eeu Mr. Joseph Seauw, Senior, and Mr·. Laura
H. Hun'.er, both of Woodstock.
In Welchvtlle,Oct. 20, Mr. Arthur M. Staples
an'l Mrs. Augusta Bryant, both of Welchvllle.
Rev. T. H. Derrick,
In Andover, Oct. 23,
Mr. tilrdler J. Swett of Lynn, Ma··., and Miss
Alice Poor of Andover.
In Ruckfleld, Oct. 30, Mr. M. J. Damon and

by

Backfleld and Miss Florence Newman of Canton.
Died.

—Reminiscences, Sketches,

1000 UP-TO DATE NOTES

Current Events, Discoveries and Inventions in Natural History, Astronomy,
Physics and Manufactures.
2,000 ONE-MINUTE STORIES
including Anecdotes, Miscellany, HuThe
raorous and Character Sketohes.
Weekly Health Article, the Children'*
Page, Timely Editorials.

—on

A fall announcement of the ne*
volume will be sent with sample copiet
of the paper to any address on request,
The new subscriber for 1008 who sendi
$1.75 for the new volume at once will
receive free all the remaining issues foi
1907, including the Double Holldaj
Numbers; also The Companion's Four
Leaf Hanging Calendar for 1908 in fall

color.

The Youth's Companion,
144 Berkeley Street,
Boston, Mass.

For Sale.

Edison Home Phonograph
with stand, horn and about 70 records. Will sell cheap if bought at
once.
Inquire of
45
HOWARD W. SHAW,
South Paris, Me.
Hotel Andrews,

For Sale.

In South Paris, Oct. 81, Stanley Charles. Infant *on of Dr. and Mrs. C. L. Buck, aged about
2 month·.
In Pari·, Nov. 1, Aaron O. Corbett, aged 52
year·.
In Norway, Oct. 23, Georgia O. Sullivan, aged
3 month·, 21 days
In Auburn, Oct 25, Herbert Clinton Bacon of
Bryant's Pond, aged 56 year·, 2 month·, β day·.
In Bast Sumner, Oct. 39, Sill· P. fiuesell, aged
35 veara.
Γη Romford Falls, Oct 25, Mr·. Albert Beaulieu.
In Canton Point, Oct. 29, Mr». Bert Caldwell.
In Benton Uarbon Mich Oct. 31, Mr·. Angella
R., widow of Rev. W. ■. Brook·, D. D., aged 60
years.

NOTICE TO CONTBACTOBS.
Proposals for the construction of a
million gallon reservoir will be received
by the Norway Water Co. until Jan. 1,

1008.

The
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right

to
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or
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Si.50 each.

you can get as much comfort
from on% of these bottles. Better buy

as

J[
j[

j[

Jj

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO. |j
3 Stores, j ^Vak™· I Maine.
]j
SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.

BIirRTLEFF

A.

F.

S1IVRTI.EFF * CO.

A.

F.

A

CO.

I

ΙΙΜ1·ίίίΙίΙΙΜΙΙ1ΙΙΜ·ί<·»3ίΙΙίίίίΜ<ΙΙ<ΜΜΜίΜΜ
good second-hind hot air furof
wood.
or
coal
Inquire
nace,
A. W POTTLE,
the Postmaster=Qeneral"

"Approved by

Buckfield, Me.

ARE THE

R. F. D. BOXES
WE SELL.

at South

(Delivered

If you received notice to

order NOW

Samples

Democrat office.

Paris.)

replace your old box, send us your
requirements before the 60 da) s

to meet

so as

expired.

have

$2.75.

"SIGNAL"

"HENRY" $1.00.

of the boxes may he

seen

at the

40-47

ο·

THE

"Bass Shoe"
I have

received

just

a

As it is to-day is the
of more than a quarter
century of experience
effort.
Good leather and

stock of the

new

Phonographs

Edison
—

Latest

WITH THE

—

Improved

Horn.

Come in and hear them.

I,

It

42tf

MMf

The comfort,

not

and

carry

It's

so

good

and s' ape-keeping qualities
made the-e shoes so popular.

wear

has

THE WATERPROOF SHOE
will turn water most

equal

a

to

rubber boot.

Every pair of first qu ility Bass shoes are
stamped on the bottom G. II. Bass & Co.
Remember that thesi shoes are made from
solid leather and are very durable.

Prices $1.75 to $4.50.
J. F. PLUM MER,

heat in a hurry
in the house the fur-

reach.

what

are

you want

does

fruit
of a
and

work only are what has
brought these shoes to their
present high standard.

PORTER,

W. A.

easy to

31 Market

a

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone 106-3.

with Smokeless Device)

the room you want to heat—suitable for any room in the
house. It has a real smokeless device absolutely preventing
smoke or smell—turn the wick as high as you can or
as low as you like—brass font holds 4 quarts of oil
that gives out glowing heat for 9 hours. Finishad in japan and nickel—an ornament
anywhere. Every heater warranted.

to

TheJgffy&Lamp

fit, they

Strung Apples,

change for goods.

are

here and

10,000 lbs. of Sun Dried
our

CENTURY

NEW

them for

WISH TO BUY

Delivered at

THESE ARE THE

the beet that

N. Dayton Bolster &, Go.

At 3 cents per

Ladies' Welt Boots, $2.50.
We
Made in Portland by the A. H. BERRY SHOE CO.
have them in Vici Kid, Patent KM and Velour Calf.
They are

li A« limp
up lor iK· itudent or
ruder. Il dive*
give· ■ Ibrilliant. Utaiy liflh
(lut nu lie· itudy a pleasure. Made oi brae, nickel plated and equipped
will· the lalaal improved central draft burner. Every lamp warrantei.
If you cannot obtain the Perfection Oil Heater ο» Ray· Lamp
lor deacriptiv· areolar.
your dealer writ· to our nearerf agency
Standard Oil Co. of Mew York
iratad)
(laliU

reserved. For further Information parties desiring to bid are requested
I
to call on or addreas,
88
I
S. D. ANDREWS, Pres.,
45-40
Norway Water Co.
BOUT

Js hereby

75 cents to
nothing out of which

PERFECTION OU Healer
(Equipped

YOU WILL

(
I

A

some room

pick up

ttlimiXEFF A CO.

one now.

Where yon want ft—
When yoo want ItNn smoke—no smell—no trouble.

nace

A.

stock, this season's make.

a new

from the amount invested

!ΜΘ3μ
in

just received

There is

rtaiiimmmim

A SIGNIFICANT PRAYER.
"May the Lord help you make Buck-

F.

CO.

X, a and 3 quarts,

An

SOUTH PARIS.

Often

A

8HVBTLKFF

King & Dexter Co., Portland, Me.

NORWAY, MAINE.

HE FOUGHT AT GETTYSBURG.
David Parker of Fayette, N. Y„ who
lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes: "Electric Bitters have done me more good
than any medicine I ever took. For
several years I had stomach trouble, and
paid ont much money for medicine to
iittlo purpose, until I began taking Electric Bitters. I would not take 9500 for
what they have done for me," Grand
tonic for the aged and for female weakbody
Great alterative and
nesses.
builder; best of all for lamo back and
F.
A.
weak kidneys. Guaranteed by
Shurtleff & Co., druggists. 50c.

350 ARTICLES

Contributions to knowledge by men and women
who have made their mark as Statesmen,
Musicians, Travelers, Soldiers, Philanthropists, Physicians, Lawyers, etc.

A.

We have

PARIS, MAINE.

Norway. Mo.

MIIMM

$1.15,11.25,11.50, $1.75, $2.25

Hot Water Bottle.

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

There
The check serves as a receipt.
in no danger of loss by fire or theft. You
c.in always make the correct change.
You can always obtain cash at the bank.
There ie nothing complicated or hard to
understand in keeping a bank account.
When you receive your checks for apples
and sweet corn, call in and let uh convince you that It is for your interest and
profit to open an account with us.

propinquity

80c, 98c, 11.00

TER SEASON IS CLOSE AT HAND.
WANT A

S. RICHARDS,

LowestPrices inOxiordGounty.;

two

*5.98 to *5.50

grey and white.

THESE COLD NIGHTS REMIND US THAT THE WIN-

National Bank,

Optician.

—Serial Stories, Stories of Character
Adventure and Heroism by writers whose'
fame is now growing, and those now Mrs. -arah Hardy.
In Canton, Oct. 30, Mr. Pearl R. Jordan of
famous who won their first spurs in The

Companion's

Norway

91.98

Norway, Maine.

F.

3 Good Horses, excellent drivers and
means that the farmers will receive large
workers. Have been used in all
sums of money in payment.
Probably a
kinds of work aod driving.
Tbey
large share of this will be paid out in a
all work single or double or under
short time and there is»no safer place to
the saddle.
keep it and no better way to pay it out
than by opening a checking account in Farm Wagon, almost new, Sulky Plow,
Spring Tooth Harrow, Pair Double
Sleds, BugKy Wagon, Pair Work
Harness, Pair Driving Harness,
Single Driving Harness.
NAPOLEON MARTELL, Paris ΠΠ1. «otr

HILLS,

Married.

The ^ outh'e Companion announces
among its attractions of its 52 issues in
1908
250 GOOD 8TOBIES

Apples

good value,

THOMAS SMILEY,

As I am to change my occupation I
offer for sale my entire outfit of horses,
wagons, sleds, harness, etc., as follows:

—

62c

80c, 11.00, #1.25, 11.60, 11.75, «1.96

COMFORTERS with pretty figured coverings,

FOLEYSHONETHDVR

Augusta, Oct. 80. to the wife of D. Cromott
Clark, formerlv of Norwav, it daughter, Adeline.
Plk„
Piano 8olo,
In l.ocke'e Mills, Oct. 25, to the wife of Fred
Mrs. John M. Cummings has gone to I Jt 1'enley, a son.
In Sumner, Oct. SO, to the wife of William T.
West Baldwin to live. That place was Cushman, aeon (Bernant William).
her former home. She left town the
In Ilethel, Oct. 30, to the wife of Dr. R. It.
Ttbbetts. a son.
first of the week.
In North Parts, Oct. 2S, to the wife of John
Isa Gertrude Whitman, who recently Mstt, a
daughter.
obtained a decree of divorce from Dr.
In Mexico, Oct., to the wife of Wilson RichAlden C. Whitman for cruel and abusive ards, a daughter.
treatment, is working in the Advertiser
office.

The

AND

who has has been staying in
Maine this Rummer, telle this story to
the Maine Woods: One day as he was
driving over the hills he saw a beautiful
deer drinking out of the trough by the
wayside. So intent was she that she did
not eeem to notice a dog which was trotFearting down the road towards her.
ful lest harm should come to the graceful little creature the man tried to
£y~Thlrty-five years of successful serdrive the dog away. What was his surshe had vice to depositors.
when
the
see
to
deer,
prise
finished drinking, turn to the dog, greet
him by rubbing her nose against him,
while he responded by licking her face.
•tope the cough «tad heal· lunge
Then together they trotted away over
the fields, evidently on the best of terms.
He spoke of his adventure to his Maine
host, and was told that the deer was
tame, that it had been brought np by a
farmer's wife, who found it, just a newborn baby in the field by her farm house.
Jeweler and Graduate
The mother bad been killed by some
accident and the tiny creature would
have died from exposure had not the
She took it to the
woman rescued it.
house and brought it up and it became
a household pet, devoted to its mistress
and all the members of the family. But
its dearest friend and chosen playmate
A

Genera Rarker.

SoI°'
Si8",?
Reading,
S®1®!,
Heading,

—

blue

fancy border,

BATH ROBE BLANKETS in fancy color»,

HORSES FOR SALE.

Ο orxi,

Sweet

are

Values

69c, 11.00

grey and white with

| BLANKETS,
WOOL BLANKETS, both

of discomfort.

45-47

THE LARGE YIELD OF

Splendid

11-4, both grey and white with pretty border, extra

necessary for making the fullest scientific eye examinations
and nothing is left undone
that can be done to find the
cause of trouble.

Çn»

J

BLANKETS, 11-4, both

yoar

SOUTH

New and

BLANKETS, 11-4, plain white

Instruments

^Beverly

anticipated

assortment of

an

Blankets

as

your needs and

BLANKETS, 72x56 inches, plain white, bcth grey and white with pink or
.........
border,

We Have the

Î?1°5llo*ford
ancf

a7tU eetiruated^bere

Maine.

with

bedding such

warmer

We have

in Comforters and Cotton and Wool Blankets

eyes properly
examined on the first appear-

having

152.96

probuion
county jail

I1

ebonld establish your confidence in the importance of

128 46

on

11 months In

....

ready

now

Show tbeir first By m ρ torn β in
That fact alone
the eyes.

74.99
100.00

Liberated on probation
Verdict not guilty

Cold weather suggests

and Comforters.

Diseases

50.00
2812
22 09|

days In county jail

Liberated

Sumner,

Many Fatal

100.001
200.00

CHANDLER,

W.

E.

jail.
party, on payment of costs taxed at 12.721
in

COMFORTERS

Work.|

Matched Hard Wood Floor Board· for sale.
78-99
Sft.oo
12 67
>0.67
300 00
215.00

Judgment for state In
90 days In county jail.
Discharged on payment of
Filed on payment of cost·,
Fl ed on payment of costs,
11 months In work jail.
30

If In want of any kind of Finish tor Inalde or
OuUlde work, tend In your order·. Pine Lam
ber and f hlnglea on band Cheap for Gaab.

58.06

payment
payment
payment

Judgment for state

Search and seizure

81-gl

probation,

on
on
on

Builders' Finish I
Also Window dt Door Frames.

}|J.47
111.43

I

β months In

""

Philip DeCoteau,...
Ernest White,
Adel&rd Dargie
Louis Olum,
Jesse S. Estes,
Wilfred Oullette,...
Albert Monchamp,.
John Loblkas,
Charles Plopils,
Mike Gustltls,
Joseph Regltano,...
Buccins ft Coccile,.

Jail,

In

BLANKETS AND

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
81*e or Style at reasonable price·.

111.04
111.31
153 65

or....

Verdict, not srutlty.
60 day· In jail, or
4 month· In work jail..
4 month· In work ]all..
Verdict not guilty

(

Paulo

$196.00

additional,

j "Law" on exceptions. 30 days
J and 30 days additional, or

..i.

Single sale,
Edward Slddall
Single sale,
William Bassett,... Search and seizure,
Edward Peter·,
Liquor nuisance,
Peter Morrill
Liquor nuisance
Oliver Λ. Bobbin·,. Felonious assault
Emll Cote,
Breaking, entering
Willie Tberrlo,
j and larceny,
Wilfred Oullette,
Fred E. Tucker
Liquor nuisance,
Fred E. Tucker,.... 81ngle sale,
intoxication
Fred Ruiaell,.
Sureties on ball,
Fret Russell,
Chailes Lapbam,... Sureties on ball,
Boscoe Alesindro,.. Sureties on ball,.-,
Charles King,
Liquor nuisance,
Wm. F. Boss,
Liquor nuisance,
William Baesett
f1 Scire facias,
and sureties
Frank 8owlckls
I Scire facias,
and sureties
John Wlskont
Scire facias,
and sureties,.... i
William Bragg,.... Common seller,
EdwardN.Hutchlna, Felonious assault,
James DeCoster,... Larceny,
L. V. Bartlett,.!... Cheating,
Larry Δ. Roux,
Forgery,
sa"
île sale,
Truman 8oule,
single
Vlto Pronestl
Larceny,
Intoxication
Frank Ethrldge

ΠΧΧ.

ETC.

4 month· In county fall
3 month· In county jalL
60 day· In jail, or
U)day· In lell, or
60 day· In jail, and 60 days

Search and
Search and

~

EUT,

meets^secônd »in<Hourth

meet-1

a

IMPRISON M

CUIUS.

PABTT.

CHANDLER,

Ε. W.

Criminal Business for the Year.

■fffr

1

.1- Κ Win

County's

Abetract from report of connty attorney of Oxford County to attorney general
for the year ending Nov. 1,1007. Caaea finally disposed of, by verdict, tmpriaonI ment, fine or placed on probation, and jadgmenta entered for atate in scire facias:

230.82
Liquor nuisance,
199, meett
75.00
each D. H. McCaffcrty,.. Single sale
Verdict not guilty
Sewall Walker,
Single sale,
ο Γ—Norway Commandery, No. Î47.
Thursday evenings οI
NOTICE OF MIE OF REAL· ESTATE.
About the State.
MJb
Castle, No. 2, meets In ByerPursuant to a license from the Honorable
K
wG;. «^JrÎ ThTiredav evening, September to
Judge of Probate for tho county of Oxford, I
on tho sevent ■ (7)
third Thursday evenings, May to
May\ first
Hugh J. Chisholm ha» resigned the •«hallofsell at publicA.auction
D. 1907, at ten o'clock In
December,
day
September.
presidency of the International Paper the
forenoon, on the premises, all the light, title
Mrs. Eugene F. Smith entertaiDed the Co., and will devote mnch of hie time to and lntcreet which Albion K. Bradburv, late of
Canton, In said county, deceased, had In and to
Merry Eight Tuesday evening at whiet the management of the Oxford Paper the
following described real estate, viz.: The
Company of Rumford Falls. The latter homestead
farm and all lands thereto connected
Truman is building an ell to concern makes book paper, and is there- and belonging, of the late Albion K. Bradbury
on
and
near
Canton Point and the sumo on which
Interrival
of
the
a
Street.
business
fore
not;
on
Water
his residence
he had resided for many Tears prior to hla deThe H. F. Webb Co. have two crews national, which makes news and wrap- cease, and same occupied
by htm at the time of
crew ping papers.
at work at the corn factory.
hla decease, and known as the Albion E. Bradbury farm, In the town of Canton.
of about twenty in the shipping <departHalf a dozen writers have claimed the
Dated this twenty-ninth day of October, A. D.
ment and another of about the same
"Leaf by Leaf the Roses Fall," written 1907.
□umber packing apples.
BY BON C. WAITB,
Howe
in 1850 by Mrs. Caroline Dana
45-47
Administrator with will annexed.
Large shipments of winter fruit
who died last week at her home in Portbeing made from the Norway station.
ΠΕΤ,Ρ WANTED.
land. No fewer than 30 of her later]
On the Pierce farm, North Norway,
Men or Women to represent The American
were set to music but none won
poems
barrel-of
700
about
were
there
picked
Magazine, edited by F. P. Dunne (Mr. Dooley),
the success of this one.
Though she re- Ida
M. Tarbcll, Lincoln Steffens, etc.
.Straight
ceived but $3 for it, the song netted her proposition. Good nay.
Continuing Interest
were
from year to year in buslners created.
thousands of dollars.
Experimany
publishers
ence and capital not necessary.
Good opportubarrels of excellent winter fruit
As indicating the character of the nity. Write J. N. Trainer, 23 West 20th Street
on the trees because it was impossible
New York City.
4445
to secure help to pick the apples before young men who go to our colleges, it is
the vcrv cold weather.
pointed out that of the 103 freshmen at
Bowdoin no fewer than βΐ are members
The 'latest is the loss of the
hog from the cart and the discovery after —not merely attendants, but enrolled
Cures Cold«i Prevents Pneumonia
The members—of some church as follows:
the swine
to
No.

secoild and fourth Wednesday evenings of

™.n.d

1

by

Τ«ώ^1*βη1ηβ
««*»gven-

|hu"°fy

il) anil 15-mlnute halves.
necessary, and the result showed that (
the operation could not have been de- j
Aaron O. Corbett died early Friday
laved. Mr. Farrar is now under the care morning as tbe result of an iujury reof a physician and a trained nurse, aud is ceived some days earlier, while assisting
The borse'a
a horse which was cast.
doing well.
head was thrown up and struck Mr.
A steel ceiling is to be put in the Corbett in the head. No attention was
probate court room at the court house. paid to the injury by Mr. Corbett at
The material is already here, and will be iirst, but a clot formed on the brain, and
put on soon. The A. L. Λ Ε. F. Goss after a few days he became unconscious,
Co. of Lewiston is to do the work. The and remained so to the end. Mr. Corbet!
old plastering ceiling was getting pretty has lived for many years on the farm
shaky, and a short time since a large where he died, and was a bard-working
piece of it fell, fortunately escaping Mrs. and highly respected citizen of the town.
Edgerley, the only occupant of the room His age was 52 years. He leaves a
at that time, but wrecking a number of widow who is an
invalid, and eight
flower pots aud their contents.
children: Julia M., wife of Gilbert E.
Shaw, of Parie; Fred H of Paris; Mrs
The November supper of the UniversIsabelle Jones, who lives ia Texas
held
be
will
Good
alist
Cheer Society
(«race E., wife of Ralph E. Sturtevant, ol
be
will
week.
of
this
Supper
Tuesday
and four younger children at
served at 0:30 followed by a musical en- Paris;
the youngest about eight years of
the farce, Haggles home,
tertainment and
The funeral Sunday afternoon was
age.
Corner, with the following cast:
Tin •
attended by Rev. J. Π. Little.
Louts Clark.
Raw'e«. a boot-l>lvk,
order was perform
Qrace Penley. burial service of the
Sentphlna Anneta Smyth»',
Iona Moore. od by Hamlin Lodge, Knights of Pythias
Au Italian Orj^n Grtn<ter,
Nia· Rargalnsna cher, a «harper,
of which Mr. Corbett was a member.
Bow M urph v.
Christian La·]?, Representative of the Home
Iva McArile
To Oranlze the Sons of Veterans
Societ y
λ.
Nellie Andrews.
M
<g Ο Kory
There is a movement underway U
Supper 15 cents; entertainment 10. A organize in this village a camp of Soni
good time anticipated.
of Veterans. The order stands for th<
inculcation of patriotism, tbe teaching
District No. 10, Pythian Sisters, held a
of truthful history, the spreading am I
most successful convention with Hamlin
sustaining of equal rights, universe I
Temple Wednesday evening, Oct. 30
and justice to all. It also seeki
The Grand Chief, Mrs Elizabeth Hutch- liberty
to help tbe members of the G. A. R
inson, of Gardiner, was present, also
and all honorably discharged Union sol
District Deputy, Mrs. Margaret Taylor.
diers, sailors and marines; to extern
the
from
were
present
Nearly a hundred
aid and protection to their widows an<
four Temples in the district, Norway,
and to hwnor the memories ο
Oxford, East Stoneham and South Paris. orphans,
their heroic dead through historica
The degree work was exemplified by the
observance ο
Instruction exercises and the proper
staff of Hamlin Temple.
Memorial Day and Union Defenders
was given iu the different departments
of the work by the Grand Chief. After Day.
All male descendants not less than 1! $
refreshments
the closing ceremonies
or ma
years of age of soldiers, sailors
were served.
riues, who served honorably the Unioi
are ellgibl·
J. S. Burbank and Arthur E. Forbes cause in the war of 1801-65
were at the latter's camp, Shaggrock, on to membership.
A sufficient number to organize a cam] >
Shagg Pond in Woodstock, three days have
already indicated a willingness t >
last week, to do some work necessary to
are doubtless a larg 9
closing things in for the winter. In point join, but there
who would like to en
of weather they struck it rich, as the uumber of others
All who are in
rain of Tuesday began on their trip to ter as charter members.
are cordial
the camp, and about the middle of the terested in this worthy cause
to the G. A. R. Hal 1
afternoon it turned to a roaring north ly invited to come
Nov. 16th, at sigh t
•now storm, which lasted well into the Saturday evening,
when the application for
for
o'clock,
at
it
fierce
the
and
gale kept
night,
will be signed and the organisa
thirty-six hour· before the cemperature charter
mem
in the sunshine got above the freezing tlon perfected. All applicants for
if possible, this in
point. A north veranda looking out bership should bring, their
ancestor' »
across the lake toward the mountains formation concerning
doesn't have the same attractiveness se. vice: Date of entry, rank, company 1
of discharge •
under those conditions that it does on a regiment or ship, date
in months, father' >
•ultry August day. And by the way, length of servicenumber
in G. A. R.,
department ο r
you can keep comfortable iu camp all post
right if things are fixed as they ahould division and cause of discharge.
There ought to be at least fifty chart* γ
be, but you want a double floor under
1t
to the South Paris camp.
you and plenty of good dry wood where members
of prop* *
H i· handy. You can learn thia from a you are a son or grandson and
if
age, will yoo joint
little
no other mean·.

experience

every

T^as.-Mrs.

j

I

Half,

Wlldey Bncampmcnt. 5°. «V

11856

t..
Kass «, r.t.
Jailer Wilbur L. Farrar was taken sud- i Merrill, r.e.
I.e., Shei>ar<1.
Kii-selt
I
last
ill
q.b.,
(owe,
Tuesday
and
q.b
violently
denly
l.b.b., S. Klalo.
S. Pavli·, r h b.
night, an·! after about twenty-four hours j I.ow· Γ, l.h.b.
r.h.b.. A Kliln
ι
of severe suffering it was decided by a I'enfoM, f.b.
f.b, Barker.
consultation of physicians that an opera- j Ή'ΟΓν, South Parla Grammar, 10; Norway
Curtis,
«
Kord.
was
Timer,
Rt-feree,
(iritnmiHr,
tion for the removal of gall stones

...

?.—Ν orwa ν
*2 T.Fellow·'

Ο
in Odd

"ÎTSK

A telegram received here the last of
he week announced the death of Mrs.
The Euterpean Club meets this MonE.
day afternoon with Mrs. Brickett on Yngelia R., widow of the late W.
Church Street. The opera to be studied I.rooks, I). D., a former pastor of the
Jougregational church in this place.
is Fanst, the first part of the afternoon
: Sirs. Brooks lias not been well since the
being devoted to that. The miecella- Κ
inleath of Dr. Brooks Rome months since,
neous programme in the second part
eludes a vocal solo by Miss Barnes aud a ; taving suffered a («light shock about that
:ime.
She died at the home of her
piano solo by Mrs. Burnham.
laughter ία Benton Harbor, Mich.,
stateDemocrat's
the
in
As indicated
Thursday morning, and the remains
ment of the case last week, Wallace G. wore buried beside those of her husband
Everett has not been released on bail. in Clinton, Conn. Mrs. Brooks was the
Last Friday his two brothers appeared
laughter of the late Adam Wilson, D.
prepared to furnish bail for him. but he [)., for years a pastor in Paris, and was
declined to accept, and said he would re- t>orn
Sbe leaves four
May 31, 1838.
main in jail until he was released by
Wilson, of Chicago, Eustie
cbidreo,
bond.
some other means than a bail
jf Philadelphia, Clayton K., of Camabd Mrs. Ida Rouse of
Advertised letters in South Paris post bridge, Mass.,
Benton Harbor, Mich., with whom she
office Nov. 4:
was at the time of her death.
MM* Lillian A. Younir.
Lillian Ham
And did the grammar school boys
Mr. Kilvarl CummlngM.
play football with Norway grammar
Mr. Robert S. Kills.
Mr. C. Brick».
Saturday afternoon? Well, they just
•lohn Su llvan.
did, and beat tbem, 10 to 0, at tbe high
Wlaogene Τ Brown.
»chool grounds. "They played a great
Samuel S. Chambertln.
big man, as big as you," say the boys.
With plenty of water to keep the wheel '■We said we wouldn't
play 'em. but we
Co.'s
runniug at the Maine Water Power
did." And they felt pretty well when
street
the
lights the game was over. The following is
station in this village,
are now kept on all night, according to
tbe line-up:
the contract made with this village cor-, S. P. G. a.
N.G.S.
!
the
of
running
The
expense
poration.
r.e., Pike,
I'.art kit, I.e.
1
A. m.
after
the
of
rest
Stearns.
the
r.t,
11.
night
Newt >u,
lights
t.k Maxim,
is understood to be, according to the j \V. King. l.g.
c., Yeaton
Λ
e.
Kin*,
company's offer, $10.t>0 per month.
U. Beailu'U
DavK r κ
uc (.au ku

STATU) **·τι»οβ.

market and
liome by the road side.
Frank R. Taylor, for some month»
past of Portland, has returned to his
friends and home.
Mention was made a few weeks ago Norway
Norway Grange fair will be the at
of the death of Col. Isaac Wing of Wistraction in the course of a few days.
consin, a former Maine man who left a Committees have been appointed and all
fortune of several hundred thousand dolmade for a big exhibition
lars to relatives in this state, most of arrangements
them living in Oakland. A year or two
Bosto., o! Collier 4
ago Col. Wing gave $50,000 to Bowdoin Son was in town this week. He made
(
in
he
which
from'
graduated
College
various sales of the firm's publication
According to a Chicago paper About a year ago Mr. Naviro canvaseed
the death of Col. Wing reveals a romance
the town with much success.
of which his closest friends did not
The officers of the Norway Federation
dream. Among his bequests was one
at G. A. R.
of *20,000 to Miss Katherine R»tten- of Women's Clubs, held
liouse. a student at Northwestern Uni- Hall, were as follows:
Moderator-Mrs. A. S Kimball.
versity, who never heard of Col. Wing s
Près —Mrs. E. S. Cotton.
existence. It seems that when a young
sec-Mrs. A. J. «teams.
man he was in love wHh the girl β
J.N. Favor.
marmother. She rejected his suit and
The midwinter meeting will be held
unhe
but
remained
ried another man,
with Mrs. W. F. Jones.
married through bis life and the bequest
Tho Baptist church social Thnrsdav II
ÎH ample proof that he did not forget his evening was a most pleasant affair.
narlv love affair.
There were refreshments and
The Ladies' Circle money barrels were
Herbert Clinton Bacon.
Robert Ubb, «»
.»d Mr.
Bbyant's Pond, Oct. 28.
awarded the prize for the best one. The
The funeral of Herbert Clinton Bacon
programme for the evening was as foltook place here this afternoon at the lows:
i
Mr.
Rev.
with
the
Universaiist church,
oracerniDoaeau.
The ?,οηβ·.
Minnie Upton.
Kideout of Norway officiating.
Reading,
Hazel and Pearl Foster.
service was participated in by the Grange ®onf?·
Parmenter
Marlon
and Odd Fellows, and in spite of the Recitation,
Rev. E. 8. Cotton.
Stories,
rain was very impressive.
Rev. S. G. Davis returned from the
Mr Bacon has for many years been
Universalist General Convention last
one of the town's most prominent and
week. He reports a very pleasant trip.
highly esteemed citizens. He was born
Clara Louise Ellis of Boston, instructor
in Woodstock, Aug. 19, 1851, the son of
of drawing and music, successor of Iva
was
and
Cordelia
Abel Bacon
Barry;
L. McArdle, resigned, assumed herj
educated in the public schools here, and
duties in the public schools this week.
afterward settled on his father's farm.
Fred W. Sanborn, Samuel J. Record,
Ho married Alice Hathaway; to the
Frank Kimball, Geo. A. Cole, John
ooup'e three children were born—H. Walker, Lewis I. Gilbert, Frank Mann
Alton, Ralph and Myrtle, all of whom and others attended the Shriners'
survive, as well as Walter Bacon, his
ing held at Houlton last week.
brother. His wife died two years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Ring were the
In many ways Mr. Bacon was active in
of Mr. and Mrs. John F. Swain
the life of the community. Always a guests
the week.
during
on
some
time
for
he
served
Democrat,
The Good Templars' Lodge held a very
the local Democratic committee; he was
meeting Monday evening.
for a number of years chairman of the interesting
Rov. II. N. Pringle of Waterville, who
board of selectmen and also served on
has been doing some very good work in
the school board. For years be taught
was present and spake in a very
schools in Woodstock and adjoining town,
manner to the members.
places, and of his ability, tact, patience interesting
Mrs. C. H. Clough of Saco returned
and popularity as a teacher, all have the
Mrs. C. F. Ridlon,
with her
highest praise. In addition he was a Saturday. daughter,
Mrs. Clough will make her
member and active worker in Franklin
home with her daughter during the
Grange, having held various offices in it,
winter months.
and
Treasurer
them
Secretary,
among
It is reported that E. C. Tarr has sold
Master. At the time of starting the
his cottage on the east side of the lake
Grange, bis efforts were instrumental in to one Alex MacLean of North Salem,
establishing it firmly. He was also a
Ν. H. Mr. Tarr asked $1200 for the cotmember of the West Paris lodge of Odd
It is one of the best of the cotFellows, having belonged to it for the tage.
tages about the lake.
past 25 years, and having attained the
Sophia Tufts of Freeport made her
rank of Noble Grand.
friends a visit this week.
For some time previous to his death, Norway
Frank P. Stone was called to Liverhis health had been uncertain. On a
more Falls Wednesday by the death of
visit to Auburn, in search of relief, the
his sister, Emma A. Stone.
end came, Friday, October 25th. Mr.
Ralph I. Trask, of Worcester, Mass.,
Bacou is sincerely regretted by his relawas with his Norway people during the
tives and many friends, his numerous
week. He reports very pleasant work
pupils and associates in the Grange, the and
slight chance of his return to live in
OiKi Fellows and others. A man of the
highest integrity, amiable, kind and Norway. Bicknell was with her
Grace
parents,
loving, he leaves a vacant place in the Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Bicknell, for some
Hie
community which cannot be filled.
time past. She is visiting the large schools
untimely death proves a source of pro- and the
colleges in Maine in the interest
found regret and sorrow to all.
of the Teachers' Exchange of Boston.
Mrs. George W. Devine gave a HalLetter from Cushman.
lowe'en party at her home on Beal
Buckfikld, Oct. 31, 1907.
the class of '07, Norway High
I have just got home from the old Bay Street to
State. I planned only to visit Portland School.
H. W. Oxnard, for some time in the
but I had such good luck with my
West at his business, civil engineering,
friends in Portland that it gave me
has returned to Norway.
courage to keep on to Boston and
The ladies of the Congregational sovicinity. I made a three weeks' vieil
a supper and entertainment
and made out to get home fairly sober. ciety gave
at the church vestry Wednesday evening.
On my way I stopped at Haverhill ovei
The attendance was large. The pronight and visited friends there. To saj
time there would be gramme was as follows:
that I had

completing

he first cement block building erected
η this
place. It is an office for their
ise, situated a short distance from their
ild office at their place of business off
Pleasant Street. The old office building
will be put to other uses after the new
>utlding is ready to occupy. The new
< >ffice is a neat structure, of course closey resembling stone, its walls built of
-cment blocks and its gables and chim( >ey of cement bricks.

evening 7 P.

7:80.

M.,

I

Miss Helen L. Chapman goes tbis
week to take a course in Bliss Business
College at Lewiston.

Wednesday on a business trip.
Kenieton accompanied him.

eT.Sf«ThuPiinRer
F2«?r1TyW^:|.A
Wedresday evening,

eunda,

Cotton. PMtor

8.

Κ

I

Shrine to

7:00 P.M.

!SS5:ÎeTU^wVrtrlLl^uT

I

day.

of Kora Temple of the
Houlton last week.

a

!

P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
mi· U -econd and fourth Wednesday evenings

sJ

S?
lfi> KS
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Mating.
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William C. Foes of South Portland,
J. Birney Field is moving from Myrtle
Street to the house on Alpine Streei ; deckhand co the power boat Norka ol
which he recently bought of Isaac S the United States engineers' department
was drowned
Fox.
Friday morning in Portland harbor by falling over the aide ο
George A. Briggs has gone to Dixfield the boat. He was alone on the boat ai
where he is engaged for the winter at
the time, but it is thought he fell ir
cook in the lumber camp of Foster ol
reaching over for a pail of water. Hi
Gray.
was about 20 years old.
of
was
In
W.
Pottle
Buckfield
Rev. A.
No one is left in active service of all
town Saturday to attend the funeral ol
the old time Searsport commanders ol
the infant son of Dr. and Mrs. Charles L.
full rigged ships. From 1834 to 1007, inBuck.
clusive, a period of 73 years, Searsporl
Miss Phyllis Taylor entertained at her furnished 150 commanders of full rigged
home Saturday Miss Ethelyn Lassell, ships. In 1885 she had 36 commanders
Master Harold and Miss Annie Thomas of full-rigged ships in active service,
of Norway.
being one-tenth of the ships then sailing
under the United States Hag.
Mr. and Mrs. Π. A. Hilton have reFrank Daggett, a New Vineyard boy,
turned home from Mr. Park's farm on
the Hebron road, where they have spent committed suicide with a shot gun
the past few weeks.
Thursday night. He left a note for his
father saying, "I am worth more to you
J. S. Richards of Portland, a well
The hoy had been
dead than alive."
known Maine Central conductor on the
sick with scarlet fever, and his father
Mountain Division, is here on a visit to
had been telling him that he must get to
his brother, George Richards.
work as soon as he could to earn money
The members of the Berean class are to pay the expenses. Further than that
requested to meet at Dr. Buck's office no cause for the act is assigned.
next Thursday evening, at 7:30 o'clock.
In the woods of Maine within the next
It is hoped a large number will be presfew months will be cut about 700,000,000
jnt.
feet of spruce logs. Of this a seventh
Every member cf the Ladies of the will be cut on the weet branch of the
λ A. R. is earnestly requested to present Penobscot and nearly two-sevenths on
fierself at Grand Army Hall Thursday, the combined west and east branches of
Vov. 7, at 2 p. m
Come prepared to that river. The remainder will be cut
on
the waters of the Kennebec, Antew.
and the streams tributary to
Dr. and Mrs. C. L. Buck have the droscoggin
the three rivers named. To harvest
of
the
loss
friends
in
of
many
lympathy
this vast crop of logs will require an
heir infant son, Stanley C., who died
It is estimated that every
army of men.
rhursday after only two months of life, million feet of logs cut in the woods
uever having bt en a beatlhy child.
requires the services of 35 men. That
The decorations for the Hallowe'en gives a total of 24,500 men who will
nipper of the Ladies of the G. A. R. find employment in the woods of this
and decidedly ap- state this winter. When you add to this
were very artistic
propriate and showed lots of hard work, force the men who are employed in the
and a nice birch woods and in cutting other timbers
attendance
was
a
rhere
large
ittle sum must have been taken.
than spruce, the aggregate will climb
well up towards 30,000.
A. W. Walker Λ Son are

it

Chttrch^Ber. Bj^a

1^»Vi^ll«n^harchiBeT^ |^£· J°fjU
MT.B3ΒΜίΜΓ*?»Λ-ι

At Week· Mills Friday. William Η
Subject at the Univeraalist churc 11
Misler, aged about 65, was killed by th
next Sunday morning, Lessons of tb β
accidental discharge of a gun which wa
Convention.
ia the hands of Philip C. Boynton. Boyn
The Oxford Association of Univen ι- ton was loading the gun when it wa
aliets holds its annual meeting at Turne r discharged.
Center, Nov. 12 and 13.
The body of Chandler C. Dill, 38 year
J. S. Burbank, Danie E. Dresser an< 1 of age, of Springfield, Maine, was fount
! Edward S. Shaw started Monday mom in the outlet of Hermon Pond, nea
ing for Upton for a deer hunt.
Bangor, Friday. Dill was cookee for
Maine Central construction crew, and hat
Miss MorrisoR of Livermore Falls, wh<
! been missing several days. It is though
is teaching at Mechanic Palls, visite* 1
he fell off a trestle on the railroad.
Miss Alta C. Walker over Sunday.
In court at Wiscasset Thursday, HaiT]
Mr. E. P. Freeman of Cobb Divinity r
Feltis of Bristol was acquitted of th<
School will occupy the pulpit at th< 1
charge of manslaughter. He was ac
Congregational church next Sunday.
cused of causing the death of his fathei
Rev. H. N. Pringle of Waterville oc by striking him on the head with a club
cupied the pulpit at the Methodisi ; but the defence was that the elder Feltn
church for the Sunday morning service fell and struck his head on a stone.

J

a. m
ai
every
Preaching
Sun·lav School at 12 M. Jnnlor Inlon at 3:30
Y. P. C. U. at 7 p. ».
p. m.

and fourth

the state.

morning.

OIASD TKCWK BÀILWAT.

Oxford

CHURCHKS.

Congteg^on»l

Second

800,000,000 feet of apruoe and perha ρ
100.000,000 feet of pine, moat of the la > ι
ter being In the southweetern part ί

Rev. H. N. Pringle of Waterville o<
copied the Methodist pnlpit Sunda y

Commencing Sept. 29,191·*,

NORWAY.

Mala· News Note*.

drought.
Regular meeting of the Good Chec r ! It is roughlv estimated that laet wii
Wednesday of tbia week at 2 o'clocl ter'· lumber cut ia Maine wa« abo«

for work.

SOUTH PARIS ΡΟ·Τ OITIC*.
Ofice Hour· : 7 Λ) A. M. to 7 JO P. *.

TRAINS

There doean't teem to be maoh dangi

of a winter

MARKOV SQCARIS,

be made for

Oxfords

$2.50.
save

some

same

money.

ex-

style, perfect in
$3 00. We sell

Correct in

$2.50.

that

are

sold for

price. Buy all

of your footwear

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

Norway, Maine,

House Block,

Telophono 110*8.

Fall Footwear
^

MEN

v

FOR

AND

BOYS.

MEN'S PATENT COLT BALS AND BLUCHERS,

$4.50, $4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2 50.

MEN'S GUN METAL BLUCHERS

pound

store in

can

better than

$4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2 50.

MEN'S BOX CALF BALS AND BLUCHERS,

$5.00, $4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50.

BOYS' SHOES,
You

can

get good

W. O.

$3·οο, $2.50, $2.25, $2.00, $1.75, $1.50.
buy shoes of

values for your money if you

Frothingham,

South. Parle.

Unsuspected

worms

are

The Ρuzzler

the

cause of numerous little things
that go wrong with children.
When a child is sick yoo
rarely think that its sickness is
caused by worms, yet worms,
either directly or indirectly, are the
cause of three quarters of all the ills of childhood.
Children, and often-times adults feel out of sorts, are
irritable, feel listless and unrefreshed in the morning; suffer with
indigestion, have a variable appetite, foul tongue, offensive breath ;
hard and full belly, with occasional gripings and pains about the navel ; eye·
heavy, and dull ; itching of the nose ; snort, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
slow fever ; and often in children, convulsions—in the majority of cases the
cause of all the trouble is Wl though yoa may not suspect their presence.

pure 1vegetable compound, has been the standard
household
hold remedy since 1S51 ; it never fails to
expel not only worms but all waste matter, leaviug the blood rich and pure, the stomach sweet,
the bo«-e!s regular ami the whole system strong
ami healthy.
The mother who gives her children Dr. True's
Klxir regularly is wise, because it not oulv inM the appetite, acts as a preventative of
ο .mjhs, colil. lever aud worms but gives rugged,
a

Correspondence
topics of Interest to the ladles
Is solicited. Address: Editor HOMSMAUSa'
Oxford
Democrat, South Paris, Me
Column,
on

Hot Desserts for Cold

No. 287.—Word Hunt.
1. Find a planet In a climbing plant
2. Find something else In a herb.
3. Find an Instrument of torture In
untrodden.
4. Find a wine In conveyance.
5. Find a jewel In a constellation of
the zodiac.

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR

The frozen

No. 288.—Pictorial Arithmetic.

m

APPLE

DR. J. F. TRUE S CO.,

Auburn, Me,

MYRON H. WATSON,

Repairing.

TEACHER OF TROMBONE.
Refer· to

Charles D. Stacy, Boston.

PUDDING.

SUET

Srtf

Norway, Maine.

Hebron, Maine.

dainty

1 cup or beef suet chopped floe, 1 cup
of sifted flour, 1-2 teaspoon of sait. Mix
these ingredients with a very little water,
making a stiff dough; roll out to onefourth of an inch in thickness, heap the
center with 3 or 4 apples sliced very thin,
fold the edges of the dough over the apples, tie up the pudding in a cloth which
lias been wrung out in cold water, and
then lightly sprinkled with flour, set it
in a kettle of boiling water and let boil
an hour and a quarter.
Serve with cream
and sugar.

M

Piano Tuning and Fine

and other

when the mercury reaches the neighborhood of zero. Nothing rounds out the
winter menu more acceptably than a
steaming bot pudding with a delicious
But how to concoot one that
sauce.
will be both appetizing and economical,
when eggs have grown almost as scarce
as the proverbial hens' teeth, and fresh
rruita are sold at fancy prices, is often a
puzzling question. As the proof of the
pudding lies in the eating thereof, and
its success as an edible depends not only
un the proper combination of its ingredients, but also on the excellence of
the sauce served witb it, I give herewith
rccipes for both. They have all been
tested and may be relied upon.

robust health.
So'. l by all Druggists, price JSC, juc aud Jj.uo.
Write for free booklet,
L kti'Uren an J tk*ir Lhitasti."

Wayside Laundry,

puddings

Days.

trifles which pleaded our palates during
term lose their charm
the heated

■

Send Your Work to

3 cups of sifted

PUDDING.

flour,

1 cup of

chopped

euet, 1 cup of stoned raisins, 4 or 5 figs
cut small, 1 cup of molasses, 1 cup of
warm water, 2 small teaspoons of soda
dissolved in the water, all kinds of spice.
S Horse power upright boiler and
In the first problem the answer qfunes Turn the mixture into a buttered pudMANAGER.
dish and steam for three hours.
engine, in good condition.
In the second problem the ding
an animal.
W.
H.
TAPLEY,
use
we
GRAHAM PUDDING.
every
names
something
answer
South Paris, Me.
First-class work done.
3 tablespoons of chopped suet, 3 cups
day.—New York Tribune.
of graham flour, 1 cup of milk, 1 cup of
Family Washings a Specialty.
molasses, 1 cup of stoned raisins, grated
For Service
No. 289.—Charade.
rind of half a lemon, 1 egg, pinch of
My first Is furious with race;
salt, cloves and allspice to taste, 1 level
An article my second;
A right good Berkshire Boar, just
Steam Engine and Boiler
teaspoon of soda dissolved in 1-4 cup of
·
My third Is quite intangible.
Sale
For
Cheap.
the right size. Service fee$i.oo.
warm water, pour the mixture into a
Except when bills are reckoned.
buttered melon mold, bind the cover
Second hand, six horse power
My third will carry us afar
A. K. JACKSON,
and
vale
prairie.
O'er mountain,
down securely with twine, set it in boilengine and eight horse power boiler.
^outh Paris, Me.
Or merely take us through the streets,
ing water, and let it boil for two hours
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
If we near home would tarry.
and
a half.
My whole Is an Island you'll find if you
Machine Shoo, South Paris, Me.

For Sale.

EDWARD C. BEAN,

For Sale.

60 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

I HAUL

m»iwe

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
sketch and description may
as

sending a
quickly .-un-ertain our opinion free whether
Invention is probably pstentablei Communie··
tloiisstrietlyconedontial. HANDBOOK on Patent·
sent tree. Oldest av'ency for securing patent*.
Patents taken through Mutin & Co. recelr·
tptcial notice, without charge. In the
Ληνοηο

H

Scientific Jfrnerican.

handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest circulation of any scientlflc tournai. Terms. 93 a
year : four months. 91. Sold by all newsdealers.
A

All water rentals now due Including the July
bill* which h ive Ικ-en cent out. tnu>t Un settled
by Nov Is», or the water will lie shut off.
SOrtWAY WATER CO.
I'er *. I». Andrews, Supt.
<)ct 2, 19U7.
Maine,
Norway,

Petition for
NILE·1,

)

J

Bankrupt. )

Discharge.
In

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clakesce Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
a. N1I.es Of Rum ford, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Malue,
In «aid District, respectfully represents that
on the Uth dav of Sept., last pa*t. he was
duly adjudged "bankrupt under the Acts of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
duly surrendered all his property atH rights
of property, and ha» fully compile·! with all the
requirement* of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching ht» bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
Bankruptcy Acta, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such dischargeDated this Mth dav of Oct., A. D. l'AVT.
HENRY A. Nll.ES, Bankrupt.
OKIIKR OF NOTICE TUEREOI.

|

HENRY

District or Maine. se.
On this 19th day of Oct., A. D. 1S07. on reading the foregoing petition. It ts—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the «h day of Nov., A. D.
l'.«>7, before said Court at Portland, In said District. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, anil other persons In I
Interest, rnav appear at the said time and place, i
and show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of said i*tltloner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, a t
dressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Halk. Judge
of the said Court, and tne seal thereof, at Port
land. In said District, on the I'.'ih day of Oct.,
a. d. tm.
JAMES Κ. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. β.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.

ALMOST
AS

GOOD

Agency, Oxford, Me

went
lesson
times
"(5) 1
off to
next door.

Mo. 293.—Word Square.
l.

I

Dr. King's
New Discovery f

FDR

CONSUMPTION

I

OUGHSand

WOLDS

Surest

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Dail)

I

DAILY

Bi Papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat.
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal can! to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, wil

bring you

a

free sample copy.

de 5am vms Paroid Rooîln
···"''·" ·Λ
Ti sabovo illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildIt is located i » the
ir ·'. Γ. S. D taitnv rt of \»ricultnre, Washington, I). C.
he ·ι of tho ··'>· γκ (1 is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government alo
uses
It
etc.
Paroid because it
i:s.-s IV.roiJ ί >r rt !>! s, barracks, warehouses,
finds η >ttiing iis equal.
l':\ro;'l is tli~ ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent In character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good for you. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest deafer.
Seal a 2 not tump tor book of αρ-to-Uace poultry aad tara buildioc plana,

S. P. MAXIM <5c SON,

are

that

are on

.

Boutlx P«rl«,

fund.11

Bennett of the
a little
book onoe a year that would come quickly into the list of the "six best seller»" if
it were advertised judiciously, says the
Omaha Bee. No one oonnected with the

Secretary

Charles G.

United States Senate, publishes

enterprise, however,

seems

particularly

anxious to give the volume any undue
publicity, and its charms are usually reserved for those who have learned the
merits of the publication. Mr. Bennett'·
volume for 1907 bas just been issued from
the press under the unattractive title of
"Report of the Secretary of the United
States Senate." It starts off In a very
prosy way to show how many bills were
introduced, killed, passed, or held up in
committees. The statistical introduction is about as uninteresting as a speech
on the silver question, but over in the
back of the book is some reading of a
highly entertaining character.
The fascinating section of the Bennett
report duals with the manner in which
the United States Senate spends its "contingent" fund, a uiodest amount that is
incorporated in the appropriation bills
at the close of every session. The report for the present year shows that the
United States Senators are a thrifty lot,
as they consumed in the last fiscal year
860 cases of mineral water, costing $4,504.70. They also spent $2,025 87 for
carbonized mineral water and $318.97
for lemons and sugar, making a total of
$6,840 54 for harmless drinkables for the
session and not a drop of booze included.
Since there are 00 Senators, the per
capita consumption of mineral water for
the session was about $76.
Speculation as to whether the Senator
had any "chasers" to go with that
amount of mineral water, or used the
mineral water to take the taste of something else out of their mouths, is cut
short by astonishment at the next item
on the list:
"One skirt trunk, $20.70."
Mr. Bennett cruelly fails to throw any
this
on
item, even to telling who
light
the lucky, or unlucky, purchaser was.
It is suspected, however, that the skirt
trunk went to the same Senator who
had "Cosmetikue, 40 cents," charged to
his share of the contingent fund. Two
hrandiug irons, costing $3 50, are on the
list, presumably supplied to Senator
While the Senate chamber,
Tillman.
viewed from the gallery, looks Ilk» the
tirst row at a vaudeville performance,
the account of Mr. Bennett shews that
he supplied the august Senators with a
variajjated assortment of tonics and
preparations for the hair. Here are
of the entries: Bay rum, $30.25;
some
witch bnzel, $14; hair tonic, $20.57;
brilliantine, $1 20. There was also a
modest outlay of $510 21 for sponges.
Six sewing sets at a total cost of $26.50,
and manicure sets valued at $200.75, also
fleure in the lists, while glove and
handkerchief sets, opera bags aud eu•jugement pads make up a $'300 total.
One disappointing feature of Mr.
Bennett's book is that the government
is trying to economize in its printing
bills, and tho person who tries to secure
one of the entertaining brochures is althat the
most certain to be informed
"supply has been exhausted and no
more will be printed."

o·

4. Besides.

FIG

PUDDING.

PUDDING.
"Will yon saw some wood for youi |
1 pound of stale white bread without
dinner?"
"No'm; 1 don't eat wood."—Houston ] the crust, 2 ounces of butter, 1-2 cup of
sugar, 1-2 cup of stoned raisins, 1-2 teaPoet.
spoon of cinnamon, 3 eggs, milk enough
to moisten.
Hub the butter to a cream,
A Scrap Verse.
add the sugar, cinnamon, the breadBen Buttle was a soldier bold.—Hood.
crumbs moistened with a little warm
A wealthy lord was he;—Goldsmith.
milk, then the raisins and finally the
And up he got In haste to ride—Cowper.
Across the sands of Dee.—Klngsley.
egk's, yolks and whites beaten separately.
Pour this into a buttered melon mold,
which has been previously studded with
Key to the Puzzler.
the balvee of blanched almonds. Bind
No. 280.—Amputations: 1. Py-ram-hl
the cover of the mold on securely with
4.
2. Pr-on-en. 3. St-on-es.
Ho-stug-es
twine, and boil for two bours.
5. C'h-eat-ed.
MINCK-MKAT PUDDING.
No. 281.
Anagram: Tales, steal
When a dessert was needed, on a short
stale, slate, least, teals.
a remnant of minoe-meat and a
No. 282.— Blanks: Polly, wants, a notice,
part-loaf of bread suggested the idea of
cracker. Polly wants u cracker.
combining them in a pudding. A
No. 283.—Won! Hunt: 1. C-row-n. 2
layer of crumbs was put in a basin; over
F old s. 3. P-late-s. 4. F-ore-sts.
these was spread a layer of the minceNo. 284.—Labyrinth of Letters: Be | meat; a second layer, each, of crumbs
pin at C on top line—Charles Dickens .iud mince-meat, and a thin layer of
"Oliver Twist," "Great Expectations,' crumbs on top filled the basin. Over
all, bits of butter were scattered, and
"Barn it by Budge," "Bleak House."
enough water poured on to moisten the
No. 285.—Double Word Square:
amount of bread used—the mince-meat
V
Κ 1.
I
S
A
S
1. M
was rather dry.
This was placed in the oven as we sat
ν
ι
ο
Ο 2.
2. α
down to the table, and the pudding was
ready to serve when needed, and with a
Ε
L
I
L 3.
β. β
simple hard sauce, proved the equal of
more elaborate puddings.
4.SOLDIER4.
Those who have mince-meat on hand
have material for a delicious pudding
Κ δ.
L
D
5. I
I
which may he put together in five
minutes.
κ β.
s
L
β £
ν
ALSATIAN BRKAD

liuitige.

About his waist be buckles a belt so
tightly as to interfere with breathing
ί aud circulation, yet can rarely get it tight
enough to achieve its own purpose.
For this reason he must wear suspenders, which are probably the most
uncomfortable garment known.
He carries a stick which has no pretenco to use or beauty.
He has dozens of pockets into which
he never puts anything.
He has buttons which button nothing
and buttonholes which are not to be
used.
He has strange jewelry of clumey intent. Great buttons of uncouth shape
must be thrust through stiffly starched
layers of linen. Collar buttons must be
lost, and hunted for.
He has rings on his fingers, pins in his
fobs
scarf, chains across bis breast,
dangling from his pockets and etude in
bis shirts.
He is not what he was created, but
is what he has created.
Is the man a savage?
No—he is the lord of creation!

The

Old Way And The New.

The yonng lady from Boston was explaiuing: "Take an egg," she said, "aud
make a perforation in the base and a
correspond iug one in the apex. Then
you apply the lips to the aperture, and
by forcibly inhaling the breath the shell
is entirely discharged of its contents."
An old lady who was listening ex-

claimed:

"It beats all how folks do things
adays. When Iwata gal they
hole in each end and sucked."

nowmade a

TRICKS OF THE TYPES
Wicked Deeds Done by the
of the Perverse.

Create

Hearty
Appetite

Imp

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

Round Pond, Mc., 1906.
AMUSING ERRORS IN PRINT.
"For several years I have used
L. P.* Atwood's Bitters and I recomas the best
Example· of What la Liable to Happen nend them to anyone Por loss of
Tiedicine I ever used.
When

the

—

AND

FOR 5ALE.

No, 38. Just Issued.

ings

Postpaid for $2.00.

NICHOLSON.—On the 12th Inst, at Belton road, Sldcup. the eon of Alfred Nloholeon. of a daughter.
In another newspaper a most pathetic account appeared of a doctor who
to having accidentally Indied

Portland,

Maine.

Can affor<1 to and will pay

Maine,

Norway, Me.
more

for rag·, rub-

ber*, an<l metal than any «trungcr that cal:e

PARKER'S
BALSAM

Injecting some
"gnat." The mysan
tery was solved the next day, when
apology was printed explalntlng that

well and prettily furnished and

Morris Klain,

HEWETT.

JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, 8. Pari».

FOB SALE.
One Concord wagon in good condition,
one two-horse McCormick mowing ma-

chine, a Champion horse-rake, second
hand driving harness, a lever butterworker, and a Blanchard c hu ru. For farther particulars inquire of
A. J. PEN LEY,
South Paris, Maine.

June 17, 1S>07.

to

your hou«e.
He pave from $3 to #9 per ton for Iron delivered to him here.
He buys folded newspapere.
He Is paving for mixed raie*. I cent a poun I.
Rubber)· according to market.
1'itye mark'-t
price for bran *acke.

HAIR

a

are

REMEMBER!

j

Clemnvf and hrantlflM the hair.
1'romotM a luxuriant growth.
Ν ρ ver Fail· to Betters Gray
Π.ιΙγ to it· Youthful Color.
Cure* teal ρ dimu<-< k hair failing.
Κ*, and 41.mat Dniggi^a

while

SON,

For Sale in South Paris.

the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terras. Tall on or
address, W. J. NVheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

Grenvilie ML Donham,

the feet of the game bird of Bir-

SOUTH PARIS*

2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
The bonne and land belonging to the
located Id the village of West Paris. estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W.
Hewett,
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room, situated in the center of the
village, haà
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land, two
apartment» of seven and ei^ht roi.mi
with apple and pear trees. The build- with sheds,
large attic, «fee., and i« îq
ings are situated high from the street, excellent condition. The ground* are
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
extensive, containing additional home
commanding a fine view. Λ spring of lots.
These buildpure water on premises.
W. T.

Business Directory of Maine,
Sent

A. W. WALKER &

SOUTH PARIS.

Nicholt St.,

—

mingham," instead of "Gamaliel." In
the same Journal, too, the following
Putol lalior.
startling announcement appeared un300
St., opp. City Building,
"Births:"
of
Congress
the
der
heading

himself

L. M. TUFTS,

State Year Book

condition that the general public are
permitted to read, as they did once
in a morning paper not given to humor,
that a celebrated politician, In a
speech, descrll»ed some one as "sitting

plague virus into

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Register!

Maine

thought I bad worked backward and
forward with the greatest particularity. I reud always ne It should be."
It Is when α reader Is In this soulful

owing

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

petite.

"Let some other man work at col·
reciness of typography. I despair. My
own thoughts often hinder me as they
seize and hold the authors otherwise
than Uiey ought to do. It Is quite possible that niggling about words and
wall
syllables may often go to the
when my soul cannot tear itself loose
from some thought or picture. Errors
have been found In sheets which 1

fected

in Crayon, Water color,

Bitters remove
organs "L. F." Atwood's
the sensation of fullness and oppression,
cleanse the bowels, and restore the ap35c. at druggists.

ployer, cried:

at

High Grade Portrait Work

To eat well and heartily wjthout suffern -.lizc
ing the pangs of indigestion is t<
iiy
one of life's greatest plcasui».
their specific action on the dig·, .live

Sometimes the proofreader node, and
this connection the late Lord
la
Oust*hen told at 'a public dinner a etofy
of « reader who worked for hla (Lord
Goschen'e) grandfather and who, In
answer to a denunciation from hla em-

Mouldings tjL

&

Compoeitor Blunders »r
are invaluable."
Usually Alert and Car·· ippetite they Mr. Alden Collamore.

Whan tha
ful Proofreader Node.

Gasoline

Picture Frames

a

25tf

TOWS

NOTICE.

It you have a bill against the town, either high
way or pooracconnt, the Selectmen *-k you ^
at oucc to the "viecunan
present your accouut
in your section of the town.
SELKCTMKN or l'A RIS.
South Plrif, July 1,1807.

the word should have been "rat."
"Come over and try some new
soup," a lady novelist did not write;
"songs" was the word. "It Is a sickly
kopje of the real article" was perhaps
It appeared lu a paper
excusable.

during the Boer

war.

These mistakes are curious enough,
but they pule into insignificance before
some of those tliut never reach the

(ο oking-Ranges

printed sheet.

"Cold milk, father!" once demanded
compositor In cold type, and he was
agrrleved to have to alter It to "Caed
mille fall the!" "Brer Fox" was made
"Boer Fox"—that was also during the
a

What Our NEW TYPE of Range Means

South African war.
On a hot summer's day another tired
typesetter turned "The Ides of March"
"The Idea of Work."
In a sermon a celebrated divine was

for progress,
is
we have constructed a new type of range which
In this new
better than even our heretofore best.
design the useless and awkward End Hearth is
The ashes are disposed of by falling into
omitted.
a HOD far below the fire, which makes their removal
easier and the grates to last longer. The Coal and Ash
Hods are side by side, of the same size, and the Ash
Hod being emptied can be returned full of coal. There
is also more room on top of these ranges. The "Palace"
is extra large size and the ••Castle" smaller.
All the famous Crawford features are present:
Single Damper, Patented Grate, Cup-Joint Oven Flues,
Asbestos-Backed Oven, Improved Oven Indicator. Send for

Maintaining

liito

made to say, "And they erected a marine store at the mouth of the sepulolier." "Massive stone" were the correct words.
Abbreviations are at times the bane
of the compositor, but be had no excuse In setting up. In an account of a
Mansion House function, that among
those present were "Old Isaacs and Old
Trcloar." He should have known that
"Aid." was nn abbreviation of "Alder*
man." In the same "take" of -copy the
"Lord Major was received with a
crash" (should be "eclat") and was
followed by the sheriffs In their "mar-

reputation

^

Ο

_J*.L ft»

our

booklet.

Htdt by Walker ft Pratt Mfg. Co., Ii-3j Union St., Bostoa

FOR SALE BY ALL'LEADINO DEALERS.

garine (mazarine) gowns."

"Let the gulled Judy wink" appeared
In another first proof, and the proofreader wearily made It the "galled Jade
wince." "I>!e, lusty platter!" has quite
a transpontine llavor, but the "copy
said "Die Luetige Blatter" (a German

RHEUHAT IS Π

weekly paper).
"Pignut οΓ the enunciation" does not

The Safest Regulator
for Children

a Baldwinsville Farmer

JBadlyJCrippled

of the liuac"Petticoats long ou
Sunday moruiug Is a disgrace" is all
right when the first two words are
read "Petticoat lane."
In a police court assault case the
was made to say that tlie
soon)

the Crawford

<·ιιιιvlticliiL't "rtiriuent

Iiintion" is better.

P*|V

URIC-0 QUICKLY

prosecutor

prisoner hod given bin) "twins." What
the prisoner really did was to give the
prosecutor a "turn" (a fright). "The
government were suffering from mental aberration." must have been set
up by η compositor of the opposition
politics. The real charge was "mutual

CÏÏrÏdIÏM

coursglng,

likely

described.
For "a pair of scaudals completed
the costume" read "sandals," and for
"Here is Indeed a sundial" substitute
"scandal." lie lived In the "hubbubs"
should be "suburbs," and "Call her,
Herr, In" is understandable when
printed "Caller herrln'."
A well known descriptive writer was
startled to read In a rough first proof
that he bad described the fields surrounding the Derby course as "covered
with boots nnd shoes." He was placated when Informed that it had been
altered to "booths and shows."
Columns could be filled with the
amazing and amusing blunders of the
compositor, but here space forbids of

crutches

"I have since

gentlest

to

do

more

harm than

The

can

are

good.

And moreover, they cause unnecessary
suffering from griping and nausea.

Guarantee
it the «trongeit
ever

made.

If

the»e Orderliei
do not benefit

friend

a
fearful hours of pain. Being advised by
took It
I purchased Smith's Uric Ο prescription,
home and used It that day as directed.
blood
"Those fearful sciatic pains left me, my
felt differseemed to let loose and (low freely, I
a
ent and knew the next morning I hail found
that night,
cure, as I slept ami rested well all
som. thing I had not done before In two years.
I used in all tlx bottles of Uric-O an*l have never
no use for
felt a return of the dlsea**. had
treatment.
or cano since the first day's

so

the very

and safest bowel regulator you
give them. Violent purgatives

In the
Mr. Frank Howe, a prominent farmer
"I visited the beet
town of Van Baron, nays:
for
mc
treated
physician In this country, who
I spent In
about two years for rheumatism.
and seemed
that time several hundred dollars
to grow worse Instead of better each day. Being
to the train and
on crutches ami forced to drive
<11··
hobbling to the doctor's ofllrc became very
let alone the sleepless nights ami

admiration."
"I)e mortar Ivil nice loreum" would
trouble a Latin scholar. "De mortuls
nil nisi homuu" Is more correct. "Jim
the 1'ieiuan" is easily recognizable as
the hero of a play, and "Putty Polly,"
the racehorse, would throw up her
pretty head in disdalu to see herself

require

Children

Treated Two Years by a High-Priced
Physician with No Success.

Orderlies

you,—if you're
not entirely »«t-

undoubtedly the best

Ufied with them,
—bring back

that there is

the empty boi
and we will
promptly hand

bowel-medicine for
discovered.
children ever
They assist Naso quietly and
functions
her
renew
to
ture
arc

naturally

no

unpleasantness

without
and
griping or nausea, and afford immediate
lasting relief.
Rcxall Orderlies arc pleasant tasting,
vanilla flavored tablets, and children take
them as eagerly as they would candy.
whatever.

recommended Urio-0 to hun-

friends and acquaintances and In every
instance It gave remarkable relief. To every
take
I
person who suffer· from Hheumatlem say,
end.
Uric Ο at once and your suffering will soon
FRANK HOWE, Baldwlnsvllle, Ν. Y."
Is
Anyone who doubts Mr. Howe's experience
iQvlted to write him for further details.
The manufacturers have so much confldence
In the remedy that they will gladly give a large
dreds of

They

cure

constipation

Large Box (36 tablets), 25c.
Small Box (12 tablets), 10c.

who
75c. bottle of Uric Ο free to all Bheumatlcs
have never used It ami are looking for a permanent, lasting cure for this most distressing
disease. Address for free trial, Smith Drug Co.,

back your monThe com·

ey.

plete formu-

la of the»e new

laxative· given
upon

requeiL

F. A. Shurtleff & Co., druggists

more than a final "howler." which Is α
classic in the printing world. "O tem- 265 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, Ν. Y.
Urlc-0 Is sold and personally recommended In
pore! Ο mores!" wrote u leader writ<·Ή6
er at ten minutes to 1 in the morning. South Paris by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
"O Moses, indeed !" exclaimed the
PROBATE NOTICES.
proofreader a quarter of an hour later To all persons Interested In either of the Estates
when he "caught and bowled" the comhereinafter named :
Court, held *tJParts, In and
positor who had Improved the phr&se forAtthea Probate
County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Into "O Tennyson! Ο Moses!"—London Oct., in the year of our Lord one thousand
matter
nine hundred and seven. The following
Express.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Obdbrsd :
Hard on Joseph.
That notice thereof be given to all person· Inof thla order to be
a
Outside the photographer's establish- teres ted, by causing copy
In the Oxpubliehea three week· successively
ment In the little country town stood font Dera ocrat, a newspaper published at South
that they mav aupear at a
said
In
County,
Paris,
two figures—evidently father and son.
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on
At last they went In.
the third Tuesday of November, A. D. 1907,at 9
the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there·
of
"01 want yer to take a picture of our
on If they tee cause.
Joseph, 'ere, malster," said the fond
WILLIAM H. PEARSON, late of Woodstock,
parent, and Joseph was promptly deceased ; will and petition for probate thereof
executrix
placed In a chair and requested to presented by Mary Ella Pearson, the

STORE

THE

NEW PURE FOOD AND DRUG
LAW.
Wo are pleased to announce that Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
and lung troubles is not affected by the
National Pure Pood and Drug law as it
VANILLA PUDDING SAUCK.
contains no opiates or other harmful
ν 7.
Ε
ε
κ 7. R
ν
8. κ
safe
1 cup of milk, 1 cup of water, 1 email drug*, and we recommond it as a
for children and adulte. For
of
remedy
2
of
stick
cinnamon,
tablespoons
hit
1.
Hut.
No. 280.-You and 1:
ON
sale by all druggists.
sugur, I heaping teaspoon of Hour rubbed
Bud, bid.
smooth with a little of the milk; boil
Meeks—I laughed at my wife when
Do the right thing if you have Nasal the milk, water and sugar in a double
flrst took up physical culture for a
Catarrh. Get Ely's Cream Balm at once. boiler; when it bulls add the Hour mixed sho
Don't touch the catarrh powders and with a little of the milk. Let it boil fad.
Seeks—Why don't you now?
snuffs, for they contain cocaine. Ely's five minutes and then pour it over a
Meeks—I dasson't.
Cream Balm releases the secretions that well-beaten egg. Add two teaspoons of
therein named.
AZD ADMITTEDLY TU Ζ
compose his features for awhile.
Inllatne the nasal passages and the vanilla.
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD
AT.MIRA H. MINARD, late of Paris, deThe
whereas
medicines
with
was
made
LEMON
SAUCK.
throat,
photographer's specialty
ci îïî
ceased : will and petition for probate thereof prebut never follows the use of Foley's
the executor therein
mercury merely dry up the secretions
Slice 1 lemon and remove the seeds, Honey and Tar. It stops the cough, quick oeveloplng, and soon several' tented by Royal A. Rich,
to close out odd patterns and clean
written by upwialiits, ··■*
named.
and leave yon no better than you were
Every
department
before
the
boil the slices 10 minutes in 2 cups of heals and strengthens the lungs and pre- negatives Iny
purchaser.
hixhent authorities in their reFpettive line*.
In a word, Ely's Cream Balm is a real
DAVID A. COLCORD, late of Brownfleld, deThe father gazed uneasily at them
hot water with 1 cup of granulated vents pneumonia. Sold by all druggists.
stock.
No other paper prctonii to compare with It
cease·!; petition for allowance out of personal up
remedy, not a delusion. All druggists. sugar, 1 tablespoon of floor rubbed
for a space and then said nervously:
in qualifications of editorial stall.
property presented by Martha J. Colcord,
50 cents, or mailed by E'y Brothers, 56
will
be
smooth in a lit'le cold water and 2 tableTrust
widow.
Mauager—You
"You suy In the window, malster, as
Burglar
Gives the agricultural NEWS wltli a
Warren Street, Now York.
r*·
spoons of butter; boil three minutes requited to turn night into day; to 'ow yer can touch up the pictures to
JACOB McKEEN, late of Paris, deceased;
of completeness not even attempted ! y otU
throw aside all sentiment; to enter the
for an allowance cut of personal estate
The Sweet Thing—Are you going to | longer and serve.
petition
effect agreeable to yer cusgive
auy
widow.
McKeen,
presented by Mary
honsis of the best families regardless of
indi.sf»;nsaiil:: to
CHKAHY SAUCK.
Charley's wedding to-night?
tomers."
their feelings; to act the hypocrite, and,
BERT Q. WHITMAN, late of Woodstock, deThe Horrid Thing—Nu; Pd rather
1 cup of powdered sugar, 1-2 cup of
RESIDLNTS
ALL
for allowance by
COUNTRY
"That
Is
assented
artist
the
account
first
so,"
presented
ceased
;
if necessary, to go to jail.
remember him as he was in life.
Whitman, administrator.
butter; cream the butter, add gradually
WHO WISH TO
Fou don't want an readily, hastening to add, with his best Fred H.
Applicant—Um
c
when
the
instantly;
sugar, be.tling
CURED OF BRIGHT'S DISEASE.
GEORGE L. DEAN, late of Part·, deceased;
What you want le a professional smile, "but in your son's
KEEP I P WITH TUi: TIMES.
light add gradually 1-4 cup of cream or ordinary burglar.
Inftl account presented for allowance by Eugene
Mr. Robert O. Burke, Elnora, Ν. Y.,
case any retouching is absolutely unA. Dean, administrator.
rich milk, 1 teaspoon of vanilla extract; newspaper reporter.
Main and
May!· Subscription, $1.20;
writes: "Before I started to use Foley's
necessary."
when beaten smooth, place the bowl in
BETSEY P. MONK, late of Bnekfleld, deTwo Subscript Ion*. $2..'0;
Kidney Cure I had to get up from twelve a basin of hot water and continue beat- THIS IS WORTH REMEMBERING.
"Ow. aye!" said the father. "That be ceased; fir·» »n<l final account presented for
Fire Subscription·, |ί·ί··
8. Monk, administrator.
to twenty times a night, and I was all
▲β no one is immune, every person main like
but to tellee truth illowance by Window
until it is white and frothy. Do not
Joseph,
ing
to 1IAISbloated up with dropsy And my eyesight
deceased
remember
that
should
of
late
Paris,
IWDUCKTJKVTS
;
SPECIAL·
Foley's
Kidney
MARY A. GREENE,
Inave it in the bot water long enough to
he's got to send un wi' his testimonials
was so impaired I could scarcely see one
Care will cure any case of kidney or
lrst and final account presented for allowance
KRS OP LAUGLU CLI BS.
melt the sugar.
for
a
au'
I'd
like
to
alter
his
executor.
job,
yer
Heald,
Hiram
U.
of my family across the room. I had
>y
bladder trouble that is not beyond the
Four Months? Trial Trip 50 cents.
PROBATE NOTICES.
given up hope of living, when a friend
reach of medicine. All druggists sell it. photo to make him look honest llkel"—
EVELINA A. JACKSON, late of Part·, deHints.
for allowance by « fa all
Loudon
eased
Mail.
recommended Foley's Kidney Cure. One
; first account presented
persons Interested tn either of the estates
V alter L. Gray, executor.
hereinafter named :
At an afternoon card party, where
SPECIMEN COPIES
Doctor—Has your husband bad any
50 cent bottle worked wonders and beAt a Probate Court, at Parla, In vacation. In
will be mailnl fre<J on request. It will pay sayA Tempting Chance.
WILLIAM RIDLON, late of Sweden, de·
fore I had taken the third bottle the :hocolate was served for refreshment, lucid intervals since I waa here laet?
nd for the County of Oxford, on the îlst day
t0
thereof
for
pre·
and
probate
petition
f Oct., In the year of our Lord one thousand
body interested in any way In country life
"Well, this morning he kept shouting
.Tones—That young man who plays eased ; will
dropsy bad gone, as well as all other uarshmallows were passed.
by Jeaee L. Rldlon, the executor therein iloe hundred and seven, the following matter
send for them. Address the publisher* :
Supposing they were to be eaten in that you were an old fool, and he tried the cornet is III. Groen—Do you think ented
For
symptoms of Bright'· disease."
ïamed.
avlng been presented for the action thereupon
he usual manner, I did so, bnt, on look- to break the medicine bottles."
sale by all aruggists.
LUTHER TUCKER A. SON,
he will recover? Jones—I am afraid
ADDISON K. HERR1CK, Judge of aald Court. 1 erelnafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obobkkd :
ng around me, I saw that the other girl·
That notice thereof be given to all persons In1 L trne
AJbuny. Ν. Y·
"Mme. Chignon is a finished singer, iissolved theirs in their chocolate, which
We have secured the agency for Orino not. The doctor who Is attending him
«opy—β pARK> R^ter. t nested, by causing a copy
of this order to be
isn't she?"'
ubllshed three weeka successively In the OxtIP* Subscription" taken ;;t tlus οΙΒλ.
! afterwards tried and found it added Laxative Fruit Syrup, the new laxative fives next door.—London Tit-Blti.
ord Democrat, a
newspaper publleWl at South
"Yes, she should have retired long greatly to the flavor of the chocolate.
that makes the liver lively, purifies the
'arls, In aald County, that they may appear at a
»g°."
cures headache and regulates the
'rebate Court to be held at said Paris, on tbe
breath,
Both
Batter
Off.
A now salad was recently Introduced
ilrd Tuesday of Nov., ▲. 0.1907, at nine of tbe
Cures chronic consti"Don't grieve: your husband Is betDANCING PROVES FATAL.
vhich proved to be cheese balls, made of digeetive organs.
Η. N. Bolster home- c lock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
The
Ask us about it. All druggists ter off."
pation.
My see cause:
Many men and women catch colds at ream cheese and nnts, moulded the sice sell it.
tead situated in South Paris
Good safe family horse, fair driver.
f butter balls, with wooden toothpicks
"S'o η m I." responded the youug wld·
lances which terminate in pneumonia
BENJAMIN MAXIM, late of Paris,
finished, hot water heat , 111 and petition for probate thereof deceased;
Fred—Last night as you stood in the ow; "he carried $25,000 life Insurance." 1
presented / )ne
md consumption.
After exposure, if I « tuck into each ball, and each toothpick
One light open
top
attached, y Olban A. Maxim and Silas P. Maxim, tbe
1 ,nd all modern
Foley's Honey and Tar is taken it will led with little bows of green ribbon and moonlight I couldn't help but think how —Houston Post.
I«*
cecutors therein named.
!
harness.
One
y /agon.
»
single
>reak up a cold and no serious results I ilaced so that the little bows stood erect, much I would like to kiss you.
ell
and
two story house,
stable,
ADDISON E. HEERICK,
A.
0.
or
leed be feared. Refuse any but the 1 'he toothpicks were to be used a* ;
Freda—Well, tbe poet say·, "the
C uire of Rev. E. O.
to
The world Is too small for-the covet- < entrally located.
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest
;enuine in a yellow package. For sale t and lee, making them easy to baadl· thought of yesterday is the action of ous.—Latin
>
Adm.
S.
Hill.
Proverb.
Pari·
*
WRIGHT,
f
laxira,
ALBERT D. PAKE, Register.
to .day."
a nd pretty to look at,—Sx.
>y all druggists.
THE
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A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

—

Carpets

ESTABLISHED

y^jjT

cneim
8ENTL£MM

1831

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,
LraJflU iaicnîûn! tel

W?r!l

Capt.

JI

i

Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

j

Desirable Residence for Sale, !

Co.,

Billings Blools.,
-

SENATE

NORWAY,

the market.

W. J"- WtLeeler <fc

"contingent

TUB

Corner

Also I have
money as they can be sold for the quality of the instrument.
Prices
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in

pianos

FROM

Chas. F. Ridlon,

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
all first cites, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low

the best

PUDDING

PURCHASES

|

Agents, South Paris, fie.

^PIANOS.

iu cure,

..

—

Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you mav n© kept in close touch
with all important news of the worhl at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only ΙΙ.δΜ per year, but you can secure it witl
Oxford Democrat.
your own favorite local newspaper, The

A

uoroc.

Very Chipper.

]

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

u

FARINA

1-2 cup of beef suet choppod fine, 1
cup of sugar, 1-2 pound of tigs cut up
small, 1 1-8 cups of milk, 2 eggs well
a weapou.
beaten, 1 pint of sifted Hour mixed with
4. Behead a strait of Australia and | two teaspoons of baking
powder, 1-2 tealeave a slow domestic animal.
spoon of salt, and 1 tablespoon of cinnamon.
Mix, turn iuto a buttered bakingdish and steam for two hours.

Price
50c & $1.03
Free Trial.

and ttuickeet Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

oy

No. 294.—Decapitations.
1. Bonead a town in Michigan ami
leave something useful In dressing
wounds.
2. Behead h town in Massachusettsand leave a wot'd that means above.
3. Behead a eaj>e of Alaska and leav<

"th

„ΛΛ

\\ orn

Grain of a tvrtaiu kind.

an^CUR EtheLUNGS]

is a

AS

back to the (3) and played hi?
through very carefully several
right to the (4). Then he said
am glad that's over," and ran
play with his chum, who lived

—P—■ Β·—MBM—Ε

KILLthe couch

to

No. 292.—Novel Diamond.
It was Dick's time for practicing his
music lesson. lie sat down and looked
at It and noticed, to his disgust, that
It was marked (1). Now, Dick dldu't
like to play softly, but (1) It was marked. and (1) It must l>e. After a mo
ment the (1) made him think of (2).
Perhaps the cook would give him eome
If he asked hèr politely, and he thought
he needed some If he was going to do
anything so contrary to his Inclination
He went to the
as to play softly.
kltclu-n. and the cook did give him a
large piece. When lie had eaten It he

IL EMILY RICKEK.

OR

ODD

put the milk and butter in a double
boiler. As soon as the milk boils,
sprinkle in the sago or farina, stirring
quickly to prevent lumping, boil until
the cereal becomes clear, stirring frequently, pour it into a bowl, add the
Man.
sugar and flavoring, when cooked add
(Life.)
the beaten yolks of 2 eggs, and then the
See the roan!
whites beaten to a froth, bake a light
He wears a hat of straw, Htiffened with
brown in a quick oven from 20 minutes
to 1-2 hour, serve with raspberry syrup glue until it is like a tin pail, or of felt
or silk, stiffened with gum shellac until
or any other fruit sauce preferred.
Inside this unit is like a cast-iron pot.
PARADISE PUDDING.
yielding brim is a thick band of hard,
The pulp of 3 baked apples or 1-2 cup stiff leather, re-enforced with inuer biinda
»t apple sauce, 1 teacup of freshly grated of flannel. Result compression of the
bread crumbs, 2 eggs, the yolks and b'ood vessels of the scalp, causing undue
whites beaten separately, 3 tablespoons
perspiration, headache, baldness.
of milk, mix well and steam in a buttered
About his neck in summer is a turnpudding mold which has been well down collar, which is a high, stiff fence
studded witb stoned raisins, steam 1 1-2 of eight tbicknessee of starched linen.
hours. Serve with bard sauce.
This flts closely, leaving him unable to
Imturn his head without great effort.
ONE LARGE APPLE FRITTER.
in front in a
Make a batter of 2 eggs well beiten, 2 bedded in this and tied
of
a
is
tie
uncomfortable bunch
tablespoons of milk, 1 tablespoon of thick, cotton or
re-enforced with
silk,
heavy
to
1
1-2
of
flour.
Add
sugar,
teacups
flannel.
this 4 apples peeled and cut into thin linings of quilted canton
His shirt has a stiff, unyielding front,
slices. Stir until each piece of apple is
of a priest's breastplate.
covered. Fry in a buttered spider, turn- of the firmness
must be donned with dexterity and
ing it over when one side is brown; This
break or bend.
when brown on both sides, serve on a worn with care, lest it
Ilis waistcoat is made of heavy woolen
platter and sprinkle with powdered
cloth, and in summer he wears one of
sugar aud ciunamon.
heavier, thicker and warmer duck and
RAISIN PUFFS.
Tliis warmth and thickness,
cheviot.
1-2 cup of butter, 2 tablespoons of however, are only in front, where nature
sugar, 2 eggs, 1 cup of milk, 1 cup of has already protected the lungs and
stoned raisins cut small, 2 cups of sifted heart. At his back, where protection is
dour raized with 1 1-2 teaspoons of bak- required against draughts or chill, the
ing powder. Mix well and pour into waistcoat is of thin muslin.
buttered cups, tilling them half full;
His coat is built similarly, the fronts
steam 1 1-2 hours; serve with hard sauce.
being re-enforced with lapels of many

A little animal light and fleet;
When cooked Just right, fn said to be
sweet.

NOTICE.
Γ he subscriber hereby give·· notice that she
nns l>«*en duly appointed administratrix with
tlie will annexed of the estate of.
1IKSKY C. K CKER, laf of Hartford,
tr> the County of Oxford, dc-eased. and given
bonds as the aw directs. All i**rsons having
!< mauds airn'.n-»t the estate of said deceased
aie teslred to preseut the *ame for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

SAGO

pint of milk, 1-3 cup of sago or
farina, 1 teaspoon of vanilla or the grated rind of one lemon, 2 tablespoons of
sugar, piece of butter size of a walnut,
1

see.

NOTICK.
The eubscrlt>er hereby gives notice that he
h is l>een iluly appointed admluUtrator of the
estate of
LUCIUS W. Η Λ CΚ Ε ΓΤ, late of Scltuate, R. I.,
deceased, an I given honde as the law directs.
Nil persons having doman le against the estate
or said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all lulebted thereto are re·
iiueate 11» m ike ρ lyment Immediately.
MKKKITΓ L. HACKETT.
Oct 13th, 1907.

icy i.ent immediately.
Oct. 13th, 1W7.

BAKED

No. 291.—Riddle.

Most women are very proud of me;
Sometimes I'm ugly, sometimes fair

42-45

PUDDING.

Beat 1 egg, add gradually 1 cup of
milk, sift into this 2 cups of flour mixed
with three level teaspoons of baking
powder and 1-4 teaspoon of salt, add 1
tablespoon of melted butter, 2 squares
>>f melted chocolate and 1-2 cup of sugar,
turn into a well-buttered melon mold
■ind steam for two hours and a half, and
serve with a vanilla eauce.

frank and leave performed.

and Real Estate

will an·I testament of
L1VOSI \ MURDOCH, late of Chenoa, III.,
deceased, an·! given bonds as the liw directs.
All i»ersoni> having demands against tho estate
•»f sal·I deceased are desired to yreeent the same
f..r settlement, and all lndcbte<f thereto are re<rja<tr·* t" wko pavment l»»>medlfttelv.
CHARLES H. PK1NCB.
Oct. lô h. 1DUÎ.

NOTICE TO WATER TAHKKS.

Bankrupt's

m

STEAMED CHOCOLATE

and

No. 290.—Removals.
1. Take a worthless dog from a bell
In
ruug at nightfall and leave small
number. 2. Take on the exterior from
3. Take
an egress and leave to allow.
to wander from a commission and
leave a conjunction. 4. Take to disfigure from lionler and leave a machine for separating the seeds from
cotton. 5. Take a metal vessel from

NOTICE.
TUc eutiHrrllHjr hereby gives notice that he
lias been duly appointed executor of the last

£ Co.3etB«,,-« New Yurk
MUNN
Branch OOce. 626 Κ St, Washington. D. C.

In the matter of
HENRY A.

z-

n's Fa

oceans

seas.

Boot, Shoe and Harness repair
shop, with modern machines and
too s two rents over store, with a
i»ond pa\ing business. A modern,
elegantly furnished hottl with good
A beautiful residence
patronage.
•vith every modern convenience, at
Some valuable
one-half 'ts value
timber lot*. 300 fine Maine farms
I can >ave you money, come and see
or corresp »nd.

Patents

please
search through southern

To

Pads of Senators.

ÎOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

horoughly

JAMES

village,

equipments
Apply

jj

For Sale.

buggy.

Taylor

39tf

